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PREFACE 
Adventures of Huckleberry~, Winesburg, Ohio, and The Catcher in 
the~ are books I discovered in adolescence. They left a deep impres-
sion upon me because they showed a sympathetic understanding for and a 
profound insight into the adolescent's viewpoint. Later consideration 
of the three novels suggested that their appeal to youth was due pri-
marily to their accurate portrayal of youth's moral idealism. This study 
has sought to reveal the moral codes of the most prominent male adoles-
cents of Mark Twain, Sherwood Anderson, and J. D. Salinger and to examine 
the similarities and differences in these codes, seeing whether or not 
these authors write in a similar moral tradition. 
For his guidance in this study I am greatly indebted to Dr. Clinton 
C. Keeler; this thesis has also profited from the judgment of Dr. Daniel 
R. Kroll. In addition to them, acknowledgement is due to the helpful 
staffs at the libraries of Oklahoma State University and the University 
of Oklahoma. 
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BACKGROUND FOR THE MORAL CODES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, 
GEORGE WILLARD, AND HOLDEN CAULFIELD 
The adolescent in fiction has a strong appeal to Americans not only 
because of a residual strain· of adolescence in most people but also be-
cause there seems. to be a strong, adolescent-like strain of dreams and 
dilemmas almost peculiar to Americans, In some respects, as critics of 
our society point out, our culture bears pronounced adolescent-like traits, 
notably manifested in cinema-star cults, garish advertising, and jejune 
television programs, Unquestionably the apotheosis of adolescent im-
maturity is bad, yet in the hands of a mature, serious writer the view-
point of adolescence can provide great insight into the moral deficiency 
of America. And, too, 
... the life of the adolescent or youth in his teens mirrors 
clearly the ambiguities of rejection and affirmation, revolt 
and conformity, hope and disenchantment, observed in the 
culture at large. In his life as in our history, the fal-
lacies of innocence and the new slate are exemplified. His 
predicament reflects the predicament of the self in America. 
The image he presents1forshadows the new image of man in 
contemporary fiction. 
Inherent in fiction of the adolescent 'is conflict, and the conflict 
of the sensitive adolescent as he brings his heritage of Puritan idealism 
and pioneer individualism into a world both ruthlessly materialistic and 
callously conventional provides the battlefield of the soul in Mark 
1 
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Twain's Adventures of Huckleberry~, Sherwood Anderson's Winesburg, 
Ohio, and J. D. Salinger's The Catcher_!!!. the~, the principal works 
to be considered in this study. This thesis will attempt to reveal the 
moral patterns of these three authors' most prominent male adolescents 
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and to see if a signi~icant relationship exists among them. The relation-
ship of these patterns with structural elements of the novels will also 
be examined. 
The salient impression one receives about Huck Finn, George Willard, 
and Holden Caulfield is their rebellion against the status quo of the 
society about them. They are not by any means a vicious, juvenile-
delinquent breed, but rather their rebellion grows from a perceptiveness 
into the evils of society which their peers and parents blindly accept. 
Most men take on the codes of the society around them as an unconscious 
birthright; for them life reduces itself to the struggle for necessities, 
but for others such as Huck, George, and Holden, life is a harder propo-
sition, an eternal quest of self-analysis and a testing of all values. 
In these three boys this quest is a hungry, compelling thing whose pain 
gives birth to self-awareness, understanding, and finally, love. 
The boys' nonconformity to society is not done without a psychological 
price. Their sensitive childhood innocence, which rejects compromise with 
a tainted world, is exposed to too much too soon. Fourteen-year-old Huck 
finds himself aiding the escape of a runaway slave; George Willard, with 
the limited experience of his pineteen years in a small town, attempts to 
absorb the essences distilled from the lifetimes of people who tell him 
their stories; and sixteen-year-old Holden Caulfield, unable to mesh in 
the stereotyped life of prep schools, finds himself looking at the raw, 
vicious falsity of a big city. 
Although the boys are aware enough to see the contradictions in 
people and insti tutiono, they do not yet have the rnaturi ty to n.ccr::pt 
philosophically these contra.dictions wi'thout feeling that their integrity 
is compromised. They are caught in a dilemma because they see too much to 
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be comfortable but nok enough to be reconciled, Thus, they are inevitable 
rebels. 
A statement of the background of Huck, George, and Holden must in-
elude something about their families, Huck Finn, who grows up in a little 
Mississippi River town in Missouri during the 1840's, is the town pariah, 
His mother is dead and his father, Pap, is a drunkard who lets Huck raise 
himself, Huck enjoys considerable admiration for his freedom from the 
"respectable" boys in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer because he comes and 
goes as he pleases, does not wear starched clothes, freely associates 
with Negroes, smokes, swears, and does not attend church or school, But 
despite his apparent bliss, his character is marked with loneliness; his 
association with Tom Sawyer grows from his need to feel that he is a part 
of society, and again and again he acquiesces with Tom so that their 
friendship will continue. The "hidings" he gets at school, he says, 
"cheer him up," possibly because they give him a kind of recognition in 
the eyes of his classmates. Eric Solomon emphasizes Huck's social need 
when he says that "the novel is about a boy's search to find a satisfying 
family life."2 Huck's sensitivity about.his lack of family is shown at 
the beginning of Huck Finn when Tom is organizing the outlaw band. The 
boys decide to kill the family of any boy who reveals the club's secrets, 
and this makes Huck "most ready to cry" because he has no family to offer. 
The only living remnant of Huck's family is Pap, who, though a 
minor figure in the novel, nevertheless is a memorable portrayal of the 
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town drunk which Twain so vividly remembered from his boyhood., Pap 
leaves to Huck as his patrimony an utter absence of the "atvilization" 
which Huck so detests. Ironically, but not filling him with "sivll-
ization," (a spelling Twain uses to connote its odious quality), Pap 
has given his son thJ blessing of being able to look clearly and frankly 
at the world without being blinded by the "official culture's" prejudices. 
If Huck at the end of the novel achieves a sort of sainthood, as critics 
like to attribute to him, it is a sainthood tempered with an earthy, 
pragmatic hardiness that comes from Pap's influence. 
Huck is quite aware of the kind of man his father really is. (He 
says that Pap "warn't no more quality than a mudcat.") Yet despite Pap's 
attempts to get his money and even to kill him, Huck does not hold grudges 
against him. He shows his contempt for Pap by going to school in defi-
· ance of his command, yet he still can enjoy his life with Pap after Pap 
has kidnapped him away from the widow's. One priceless lesson Huck 
learns from his father later proves useful many times in his dealings 
with reprobates such as the Duk~ and Dauphin. "If I never learnt noth-
ing else out of Pap:," he says, "I learnt that the best way to get along 
with his kind is to let them have their own way."3 
George Willard, young reporter for the Winesburg Eagle, grows up in 
an Ohio town forty or fifty years after Huck and Jim's adventures on the 
Mississippi. His.father, owner of the decaying and unprofitable New 
Willard House, fancies himself a successful businessman. His values are· 
practical and monetary, and he discourages George's literary ambitions. 
George's mother, a half tragic figure whose health is broken, lives on 
the smoldering ashes of a life of unfulfilled dreams. When young she 
fancied for herself-a gay, romantic life and sought to escape Winesburg's 
M 
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drabness by going out with traveling businessmen who stopped at her 
fo.ther I s hotel. She married one of theac buoinesomen, George' o father, 
not so much for love but simply from a. desire to be married. L:1.ttle 
understanding grew between father and mother, but between mother and son 
' 
there is a strong, ttiough hardly expressed bond. "In the boyish figure 
she U}eorge's mother] yearned to see something half forgotten that had 
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once been a part of herself recreated." She prays "that George will 
not become a meaningless drab figure like myself," for she wants him 
"to express something for us both."5 To his mother George owes his 
sensitivity to the pathetic lives of Winesburg and his desire to somehow 
speak for them. 
With Holden Caulfield the family setting moves to an upper middle-
class, metropolitan apartment. On the book's first page Holden tells us 
that his parents are "nice" but "touchy as hell. .. /J,hey_7 would have 
about two hemorrhages apiece if I told anything pretty personal about 
them. 116 " r:: 7 His father is a corporation lawyer and •.. makeLs_ a lot of 
dough and play[s_7 golf and play[s_7 bridge and buy[s_7 cars and drink[s_7 
Martinis and look[s_7 like a hot-shot. 117 His mother is "nervous as hell" 
and "half the time she's up all night smoking cigarettes. 118 There is 
practically no evidence of close family feeling between the parents and 
the Caulfield children. Holden's relations with his younger brother and 
sister, however, are more intimate. An older brother, D, B., is a writer 
who won Holden's early admiration but largely lost it when he became a 
movie script writer. Holden dismisses him with a sweeping condemnation: 
"Now he's out in Hollywood .•. being a prostitute."9 His younger brother 
Allie is dead, but for him Holden feels as deeply as a boy can for a 
brother, The night Allie died Holden smashed the windows out of the 
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garage with his fist, a climax to the bitter frustration that is the 
ho.llma.rk of his character. Throughout the book the tender, nostalgic 
memory of bright little Allie haunts Holden. With both him and his 
sister Phoebe, who is nine, he feels intense empathy and affection. His 
feeling of protectioJ for them is consonant with his self-image as the 
· protector of innocence. However, examination of the scenes with Holden 
and Phoebe reveais that while the precocious ~hoebe is quite affectionate 
toward Holden, she does not need him the way his neurotic ·temperament 
needs her, and to some degree she rebuffs him. Much of Holden's rest-
lessness, loneliness, and inability to "fit in" is· due directly to his 
lack of a strong family life. 
Almost inevitably a discussion of the juveniles of Twain, Anderson, 
and Salinger leads to the subject of innocence and evil. From a context 
of innocence the boys make the moral evaluations which define their 
\ 
codes, and indeed, the real theme of the books and stories discussed in 
this study can be called the initiation of innocence into a world of 
evil. The viability of this theme is suggested by Leslie Fiedler's 
comment that America is the only place where the encounter between in-
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nocence and guilt is still a meaningful reality. Ihab Hassan in his 
book length study of innocence in the .American novel asserts that " ... in-
nocence has not come to an end in .America--it has become more radical--
nor has guilt ever been absent from it. 1111 Edgar Branch writes that 
Huck's and Holden's 
.•. perception of innocence is radical: from their mouths 
come pessimistic judgements damning the social forms that 
help make men less than fully human •••. Moreover, although 
Holden keeps his innocent heart, his adolescence has riddled 
the innocence of his mindA that naivete, which Huck in good 
measure still possesses.le 
Radical innocence is not found in George Willard to the degree 
that it is ·in Huck and Holden, George's transition from an innocence 
to an awareness of men's flaws is a gradual ripening brought about 
largely by the vicarious experiences of the stories that he hears from 
the grotesques. But ~n Anderson's short stories of adolescence, which 
many critics think represent his finest work, extreme innocence is 
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plentiful, The end of a twisted kind of innocence is portrayed in "The 
Man Who Became a Woman," a story about a sixteen-year-old stable boy 
who is unduly attached to an older, literarily ambitious hand. The boy 
dreams of beautiful, idealized girls and wishes he had the boldness of 
the other stable hands who grab the attentions of the loose town girls, 
. Going to a bar to try to forget his loneliness, he looks into a mirror 
and suddenly perceives himself as a woman. Horrified, he flees back to 
the deserted stable and undresses for bed. While he is sleeping two 
drunken Negroes come in and mistake his young, white body for a woman's. 
Naked, he runs from them in terror. Running in the dark and unable to 
speak, he falls on the bleached skeleton of a dead horse and cuts him-
self. This fall, which symbolizes the end of an almost perverted in-
nocence, breaks the spell of his thinking himself a woman and also ends 
his attachment to the older hand, 
But it is in the story "I Want to Know Why" that Anderson deals 
most profoundly with the theme of adolescent innocence; this time the 
variation is the feeling of puzzled innocence exposed to the ambiguity 
of adult behavior. The sixteen-year-old protagonist is a lover of race 
·horses. One particular horse, Sunstreak, is to him a symbol of power 
and purity, Before a race while he and Jerry Tillford, the trainer, are 
looking at Sunstreak, the boy becomes aware that Jerry has the same, 
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almost sacred veneration for the horse that he does, and suddenly he 
feels a joyful kinship with him, Later, in an idolizing mood, he follows 
the trainer outside of town to a shack where he sees him and some of his 
cronies embracing disreputable women, The boy's affronted innocence be-
comes rage: 11Then, ali.1 of a sudden, I began to hate that man. I wanted 
.to scream and rush in the room and kill him, I never had such a feeling 
before."13 After this experience he describes the price of his knowledge 
of evil: 
••. things are di£ferent. At the tracks the air don't taste 
as good or smell as good. It's because a man like Jerry 
Tillford, who knows what he does, could see a horse like 
Sunstreak run, and kiss a woman like that the same day. I 
can't make it out. Darn him, what did he want to do that 
for?l4 
Into what kind of worlds is the innocence of the three boys initiated? 
Superficially, Huck Finn's initiation is his gradual awareness of a Negro's 
dignity and right to freedom in a society whose every institution sanctions 
slavery. But in a deeper sense his real initiation involves his knowledge 
that "human beings can be awful cruel to each other. 1115 Though Huck can 
hardly be said to have a conscious notion of objective evil in the world, 
he intuitively senses evil at every point in his "adventures" where igno-
ranee, prejudice, fraud, cruelty, and murder manifest themselves and impel 
him to flee the "sivilization11 which threatens his integrity. With Jim 
as his mentor, Huck realizes a code of straight thinking and natural 
goodness which transcends society's traditional responses. 
The world of Winesburg that opens itself to George Willard is cap-
tured by Irving Howe's description: 
••• the book conveys a vision of .American life as a depressed 
landscape cluttered with dead stumps, twisted oddities, gro-
tesque and pitiful wrecks; a landscape in which ghosts fumble 
erratically and romance is reduced to mere fugitive brushings 
at night; a landscape errie with the cracked echoes of v:l.llae;e 
queers rambling in their lonely eccentricity,,, ,And Wlnesburg 
echoes with American loneliness •••. Lft_7 is a book largely set 
in twilight and darkness,,,,From Anderson's instinctively 
right placement of the book's central actions at twilight and 
night comes some of its aura of "lostness"--as if the most sus-
taining and fruitful human activities can no longer6be performed 
in public comm~ion but must be grasped in secret,l 
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What George is initiated into are the broken promises of life--the frus-
trated dreams of people misshapen by cruel circumstances, Throughout 
the book he more and more senses in the people of Winesburg the "sweet-
ness of the twisted apples, 1117 a metaphor which expresses his compas-
sionate appreciation for their gnarled lives. George's world is the 
anatomy of the hungry soul, stripped of its outward pretensions, and seen 
in_ its lonely, imperfect starkness, 
Holden's world is the complex metropolis which is, in its own way, 
more vicious and cruel than Huck's or George's. It does not offer the 
escape of the river but rather drives Holden down crowded streets and 
narrowing alleys, Neither does it offer the utter sincerity of the gro-
tesques who struggle to communicate their love and pathos, The myriad of 
blank, egoistic phonies in Holden's world negate genuine feeling and mean-
ing, and they give his environment a ring of falsity and irrationality. 
The things in Holden's world are always jumping up and down 
or bouncing like 'madmen,' Holden always lets us know when 
he has insight into the endless absurd situations which make 
up the life of a sixteen-year-old by exclaiming, "It killed 
me." In a phony world Holden feels compelled to reinforce 
his sincerity and truthfulness constantly with, "It really 
is" or "It really did, 1118 . 
Holden perhaps will never be able to live comfortably in his w~rld, He 
may always remain, like Zooey and Seymour his older prototypes, exposed 
· to harsh "sivilization" to which he cannot accommodate himself, The 
Holdens of the world, Salinger seems to suggest, are the sad, inevitable 
displaced persons of a materialistic society whose values are basically 
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misdirected, 
I now wish to examine.briefly the ethos in which American authors 
write in an effort to determine what motivated Twain, Anderson, and 
Salinger to write about adolescence, This examination will perhaps pro• 
I 
vide a key to understknding the radicai innocence of their adolescents. 
An impressive number of our best writers treat the adolescent in a 
serious major work, To list a few of the.se titles is to list some of 
America's greatest literature. Besides the three novels dealt with in 
this study, there are James' Daisi Miller and~ Maisie Knew, Crane 1 s 
~ Badge of Courage, Dreiser's An American Tragedy, Farrell's Studs. 
Lonigan, Fitzgerald's This~ of Paradise, Wolfe's Look Homeward Angel, 
Hemingway's In Our~, Steinbeck's East of Eden, and Faulkner's The 
Bear and Intruder in the Dust. In addition to these are works of more 
recent writers. Among these are Vardis Fisher's In Tragic Life, darson 
MoGulleris; The Heart Is ,?:. Lonely Hunter, Shirley Jackson's Hangsaman, 
Saul Bellows' The Adventures of Augie March, William Goldman's The Temple 
of Gold, and Truman Capote's Other Voices, Other Rooms and The Grass~· 
This list is only suggestive, not exhaustive. 
Why does an author turn away from his own frontier of exploring 
adult reality to return to the years of youth and its incipient under-
standings? The answer I believe lies in a sort of national arrestment 
at adolescence which causes people to place an extreme emphasis on youth. 
Although the factors behind this arrestment are complex, the chief factor, 
I believe, is a materialistic value system which places importance on the 
acquisition of material as opposed to spiritual things. Since the delight 
in material things is sharpest in youth when pride and sensual enjoyment 
are keenest, people from a materialistic society naturally tend to look 
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back to their youthful years and try to re-create again the dreams there, 
and, insofar as possible, they try to live within the false framework of 
these dreams. 
Our literature naturally reflects this arrestment, Leslie Fiedler, 
I 
iri criticizing the tehdency of American letters for remaining puerile, 
says that we need to build on the tradition of authors such as Melville 
and James to give us the possibility of development and fulfillment and 
a way out of adolescen~e. 19 Hawthorne, Poe, and Melville, says Hassan, 
"hardly ever succumb.ed to the vision of adolescence. 1120 It would seem, 
then, that many of our best writers, sensing in themselves a strain of 
adolescent-like arrestment and a fear of maturity, turn back to youth 
and glorify the adolescent as a sort of self-justification, But deeper 
than this reason is another; American authors are fascinated with the 
idea of innocence, a fascination which perhaps implies a degree of im-
maturity. Since children and adolescents most strikingly manifest in-
nocence, it is but natural that our authors should write of them. Ulti-
mately, though, the interest in adolescence "is a property of the mythic 
American Self" that " .•. refuses to accept the immitigable rule of reality, 
. 1 d" d t0 h 1121 inc u ing ea ...• 
Twain, .Anderson, and Salinger, like their culture, display adoles-
cent-like traits which aid in understanding the viewpoints of Huck, 
George, and Holden. 
"It would seem," says T. S. Eliot, "that Mark Twain was a man ..• who 
never became in all respects mature. We might even say that the adult 
side of him was boyish, and that only the boy in him that was Huck Finn 
was adult. 1122 Eric Solomon has a similar idea: "Huck's story, like 
Mark Twain's own, tells of the effort to remain a boy despite external 
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conditions that force adulthood, 1123 Edgar Branch, noting that Livy's 
pet name for Ma.rk was "Youth," says that "Mark Twain's spontaneity of 
emotion, in both his personal relations .and his literary method, was a 
youthful trait that remained unencumbered by the incrustations of age. 1124 
\ 
Twain's almost compldte avoidance of the subject of sexual love also per-
haps suggests something about his incapacity to deal with material re-
·~1 
quiring' consummate maturity. 
In Anderson, too, there are adolescent-like qualities in both his 
life and his art. Anderson's greatest influence, comments Lionel Trilling, 
•.. was probably upon those who read him in adolescence, the 
age when we find the books we give up but do not get over . 
••• It is not surprising that Anderson should have made his 
strongest appeal, although by no means his only one, to 
adolescents .... But adolescence must not continue beyond 
its natural term, and as we read through Anderson's canon 
what exasperates us is his stubborn, satisfied continuance 
in his earliest attitudes,25 
Malcolm Cowley makes a similar comment on Anderson's arrestment at 
adolescence: "All the drama of growth was confined to his early years. 
After finding his proper voice ... Anderson didn't change as much as other 
serious writers ..•. 1126 Floyd Dell, Anderson's personal friend, wrote 
after his death: 
He wanted to be in life what he managed to be in his writing--
a child more than ordinarily self-centered, He wanted to be 
loved and believed in and encouraged, and allowed to love only 
his dreams and the words he put on paper .... He gave us his 
childhood; it was the best he had to give to American litera-
ture--perhaps it is all he ever had to give anyone on earth,27 
Hassan also writes of Anderson checked at adolescence: 
'When in speaking of Winesburg you used the word adolescence 
you struck more nearly than you thought,' Anderson wrote to 
Van Wyck Brooks. 'I am immature, will live and die immature.' 
The immaturity of Anderson,,,derives from an obsession with 
the uncreated: innocence lost, wasted desire, youth licked 
before it. starts, truth misshapen into a grotesque parody of 
itself. All is arrest, as the grotesque is frozen in its 
shapelessness,28 
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Salinger, for whom there is y~t no substantial body of cri:ticism, 
shows his penchant for juvenility in his preoccupation with innocence 
and children. A majority of his better known short .stories deal at 
-- least to some degree with the theme of adult evil in the world of child-
hood innocence. I_n ~ Catcher in . ~ ~ the adolescent carries his 
.radical innocence into a phony world that has little room for the child's 
vision of simple goodness. As noted earlier, Holden does not adjust his 
.· vision to realities; more than likely he will become in his early twenties 
ti& CW, £4 & 
a lot like the intelligent, kindly, but socially inept Zooey. Indeed, 
Franny~ Zooey presents the same tradition of radical innocence extended 
to young adulthood. Probably we shall hear more of this same type of 
frail, innocent masculinity in Salinger's future chronology of the Glass 
family. Seymour, Franny and Zooey' s older brothe3 who conuni ts suicide 
in the story "A Perfect Day for Banana.fish," promises to carry on the 
tradition. 
While it is dangerous to generalize on the identity of an author with 
his characters, the resemblance between the few known facts about Salinger 
{the best biographical sketch is in Time, September 15, 1961) and the 
characters of Holden, Zooey, and Seymour are rather striking. One can 
also sense in the care-worn, ascetic face of ·Salinger's later photographs 
that the author's expression resembles our imagined idea of what the 
anxious, world-sick faces of Holden, Zooey, and Seymour must look like. 
But it is in Salinger's almost complete withdrawal from society that 
he most resembles his characters. His retreat from the world~-like his 
characters' retreat--is another manifestation of a desire to preserve the 
dream of innocence in an insensitive, guilty world. 
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CHAPTER II 
ATrITUDES OF THE ADOLESCENTS TOWARD THEMSELVES AND OTHERS 
Since the adolescents in this study are not articulate enough to 
state explicitly their moral opinions, this chapter will try to arrive 
at some of their moral assumptions by examining their attitudes both 
toward themselves and others. 
Huck Finn frankly accepts the lowly rank society assigns him and 
turns it into a virtue: 
His real selflessness can be easily seen in the readiness with 
which he accepts himself as 'low down and ornery,' without, 
however, making this an excuse for bitterness or irresponsi-
bility, and in the fine natural courtesy toward others which 
he invariably has.l 
This humility of Huck's manifests itself many times. Helping Jim to 
escape makes him feel that he will be condemned to hell anyway; so he 
vows to "take up wickedness again, .. being brung up to it. 112 Yet he does 
not try to make excuses to Providence.· He considers himself unworthy of 
prayer, for when the grateful Mary Jane Wilkes vows she will pray for 
him, he comments: "Pray for me! I reckoned if she knowed me she'd 
take a job that was nearer her size. But I bet she done it just the 
same .... She had the grit to pray for Judas .••. "3 
Huck's humility, however, does not always come from the happiest 
of motives. He is sensitive to the shame of his outcast state when 
around Tom, who is "respectable and well brung up; and had a character 
14 
to lose. 114 He also has inferiority feelings about his upbringing that 
are deterministic: • 
•• ,I got aboard the raft feeling bad and low because I 
knowed very well I had done wrong, and I see it warn't 
no use for me to try to learn to do right; a body that 
I 
don't get startep. right when he's little ain't got no 
show--when the p[nch comes there ain't nothing to back 
him up and keep him to his work, and so he gets beat.5 
15 
Allied with his feelings of inferiority is an irrational sense of guilt 
that helps explain why so many things continually keep him "all in a 
sweat." After arriving too late to warn the Duke and Dauphin that they 
are in danger, Huck sees the angry townsmen riding the tarred-and-feath-
ered frauds on a rail and he says: 
,,,I warn't feeling so brash as I was before, but kind of 
ornery and humble, and to blame, somehow--though I hadn't 
done nothing. But that's always the way; it don't make no 
difference whether you do right or wrong, a person's con-
science ain't got no sense, and just goes for him anyway. 
If I had a yaller dog that didn't know no more than a 
person's conscience does, I would pison him,6 
Both.his sense of inferiority about his upbringing and his irrational 
sense of guilt thus combine to give him a low opinion of himself. 
Anderson's adolescents have feelings of inferiority because of their 
inability to deal realistically with sex. With the possible exception 
of George Willard, ·they consider themselves unworthy of girls, a dilemma 
which grows out of their idealizing womanhood too much. In the Winesburg 
story "Drink," Tom Foster gets drunk to forget his desire for Helen White, 
the beautiful banker's daughter whom he feels he cannot approach, In 
"I'm a Fool" a boy invents a story of his family's affluence to impress 
a wealthy girl only to discover that the girl is interested in him for 
himself, The friendship between the two is destroyed because he cannot 
own up to his lies. "The Man Who Became a Woman" shows a boy dreaming 
of a.n imaginary, ideaiized girl because he is too shy to even talk to girls. 
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But it is in "An Ohio Pagan" that this sense of unworthiness of girls 
reaches an extreme. The boy in this story imagines that he see.s women's 
forms in everything around him--clouds; streams, the contour of the land~ 
He becomes obsessed vith the idea that the only way he will ever be 
worthy of being a hudband is to leave the farm work he loves and return 
to school. 
Like Huck, Salinger's Holden has a humility which in part grows out 
of his sense of inferiority and guilt, His feelings of inferiority grow 
partly from his physical condition (he is skinny, tall, and physically 
weak) and partly from his passive, gentle attitude toward life which is 
a target for derision from the harsh, insensitive people around him, His 
guilt feelings are caused by the almost inevitable compromising of his 
ideals with the "phonies" of the "official culture." Like Huck, Holden 
has a rather low opinion of himself and underrates his real worth, as is 
shown in the following: 
"I'm a very weak guy."7 
' 8 
11 I'm quite a nervous guy." 
11As a matter of fact, I'm the only dumb one in the family."9 
11I'm not too tough. 1110 
11 . 1111 
,,,I have a lousy vocabulary .... 
"I t 't f . t · 1112 ac qui e young or my age some imes. 
"I'm one of these very yellow guys. I try not 
"I knew this one girl. .. that was even crumbier 
"I'm quite illiterate."15 
to show it, but I am. nl3 
1114 than I was. 
Commenting on his weakened hand he says, "I mean I'm not going to be a 
· 16 goddam surgeon or violinist or anything anyway." 
Though Huck, George, and Holden do not have parents whom they can 
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look up to, they nevertheless have mento:I's who provide for them. a power-
ful moral influence. 
For Huck, of course, the mentor is Jim, the chief priest of the 
"connnunity of saints." 
Indeed; Jim is tle conscience of the novel, the spiritual 
yardstick by which all men are measured. As the two fugitives 
move down the river, Huck's whole moral sense grows out of 
and revolves around the presence of Jim, and his ability to 
measure up signifies his worth, Huck's whole sense of wrong, 
his feeling of guilt are products of his intimate association 
with Jim--his companionship with the runaway slave makes pos-
sible his moral growth.17 
The growth of Jim's dignity and humanness in Huck's consciousness is 
very gradual. Huck, like most Southern whites of the 1840's, believed 
that Negroes were inferior to whites and that they lacked the capacity 
for feeling deeply. The first time Jim is seen in the novel he is 
asleep, and Tom and Huck hang his hat on a limb, giving rise to Jim's 
fantastic and amusing witch story. A few pages later in another humorous 
scene, Huck c.onsults Jim and his prophetic hair-ball oracle. Both of 
these incidents suggest that Huck regards Jim as little more than a 
source of amusement, a sort of a comic minstrel, On Jackson's Island 
Huck at first shows a naive indifference at finding the runaway Jim there. 
Only gradually does he realize the import of the black man's presence 
and his own implica~ion in Jim's flight, Huck enjoys the adventure of 
camping on the island much as Tom Sawyer would have enjoyed it, He even 
tries a Tom Sawyer type joke by putting a dead rattlesnake in Jim.' s 
blankets to scare him, The trick backfires, however, and Huck's first 
serious reflection about Jim comes when he witnesses the black man's 
suffering after the dead snake's mate coils in the blankets and bite~ 
him, 
Little things slowly increase Huck's respect for Jim, J:irit is right 
( 
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about the rain being presaged by the birds and in moving the equipment 
into a dry cavern. His superstition about bad luck following the handling 
of snakeskin seems confirmed in his being bitten, and his idea of dis~ 
guising Huck in girl's clothes also impresses the boy. "One of the grand 
. ideas of the book, 11 cbmments Daniel Hoffman, "is that while it ;seems .to 
· · 18 
show Huck protecting Jim, Jim is taking care of Huck all along." 
When Huck breathlessly returns from his. reconnaissance ashore and 
chillingly announces "They're after us!" it is apparent that there has 
been, during the few days on the island, a decided change in his earlier 
comic minstrel image of Jim. It is significant that Huck's commitment 
to Jim's escape is without premeditation; he acts intuitively. His 
humane values already outweigh the values of a society which demands 
that he turn Jim in. 
The second and last prank Huck plays on Jim brings a still further 
change in his regard for the Negro. Huck and Jim become separated in 
a fog. When Huck in his canoe finally finds the raft, Jim awakens and 
rejoices that his companion is back safely. But Huck, desiring to have 
fun with Jim's superstitious nature, convinces him that the separation 
was a dream, which Jim then tries to "'terpret." This-fantastic inter-
pretation stops when Jim realizes that the litter on the raft must only 
have come from bumping the sand bars in the fog. The rebuke he sadly 
gives Huck shocks the boy into an awareness of" Jim's feelings, for he 
says "I wouldn't done that {!,rickJ ••• if I'd knowed it would make him 
feel that wa:y."19 Hoffman, pointing out the significance of the incident, 
says that '~ ••• Huck now realizes he is b6und to Jim by ties too strong 
for mischievous trifling, ties so strong that he must break the strongest 
mores of the soc:;i..ety he was raised in to acknowledge them. 1120 
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In little ways Huck and Jim grow closer. In the opening paragraphs 
. I 
of Chapter XIX we see the idyllic life on the river which captures their 
happiest moments in the novel. They equally divide forty dollars re-
ceived from the slave hunters Huck has tricked. At night Jim often 
stands Huck;s watcheJ so the boy can sleep, and when a big wave acci-
dentally washes Huck off the raft, the Negro can good-naturedly laugh. 
Huck's comment that Jim was "the easiest nigger to laugh"21 suggests the 
amiability of their comradeship. Huck recognizes Jim's "blues" as home-
sickness for his family, and when Jim tells how he unintentionally hurt 
his daughter, Huck reflects: " ••• I do believe he cared just as much for 
his people as white folks do for their'n. It don't seem natural, but I 
reckon it's so. 1122 
With the arrival of the Duke and Dauphin aboard the raft, Huck and 
Jim's relationship is set somewhat in the background. Yet they maintain 
their closeness with each other after the two frauds are asleep and agree 
to have nothing to do with any more serious crimes the two may contrive. 23 
At the Phelps farm, too, Huck and Jim's relationship is in the back-
ground because of Tom's presence. But Huck's determination to see Jim 
a free man continues. This determination is shown in his new tone of 
authority when he speaks to Tom: "You'll say it's .Lstealing JimJdirty, 
low-down business; but what if it is?--I'm low down; and I'm going to 
. II~ 
steal him, and I want you to keep mum and not let on. 
The loyal friendship between Jim and Huck is probably the most 
memor~ble quality about the book. Howev~r, Jim is hardly Huck',_s "Black 
Savior," as some have claimed, A more plausible estimation of their re-
lationship is that of older and younger brothers; yet there is .a strqnger 
\ 
bond between them than exists in mere blood relations, for each is an 
.a: Ck& 
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outcast who must turn to the other for support, and their friendship 
basically rests on this reciprocal need. 
George Willard has no one mentor such as Jim to look to, and in 
fact he himself is looked up to by the lonely people of Winesburg. How-
\ 
ever, as he listens tp these people's stories, he broadens his sympathies 
and understanding just as Huck does. Some of the stories that he hears 
have a point that the teller wishes to impress upon him personally. 
Wings Biddlebaum, the silent, frustrated ex-teacher tells George that he 
is too much influenced by the people around him, "You have the incli-
nation to be alone and to dream," he says, "but you are afraid of 
drea.ms. 1125 The strange Dr. Parcival tells George that he wants to fill 
26 him with hatred and contempt "so that you will be a superior being." 
Wash Willia.ms, who has a malignant hate for all women because he has 
been deceived by his wife, tells George that he wants to destroy any 
romantic dreams of girls that the boy may have. 27 But the soundest ad-
vice George received is from his former teacher, Kate Swift, who thought 
she had "recognized the spark of genius" in George. Aware of his desire 
to be a writer ... she has "a passionate d~sire to have him understand the 
import of life, to learn to interpret it truly and honestly. 1128 She 
tells George that he 
..• will have to know life .... If you are to become a writer, 
you'll'have to stop fooling with words .... It would be be~ter 
to give up the notion of writing until you are better prepared. 
Now it's time to be living. I don't want to frighten you, 1but 
I would like to make you understand the import of what you: 
~re attempting. You must not become a mere peddler of words. 
The thtng to learn is to know what people are thinking, not 
what they say.29 
One of Holden's former English teachers, Mr, Antolini, has 1 an interest 
in Holden similar to Kate Swift's interest in George. Holden s~ys that 
&&it. axe. .... .. a, a a . aux . a.. ·a 
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Antolini is "about the best teacher I ever had .•••••. you could. kid around 
him without losing your respect for him, 1130 Talking to Antolini about 
Holden's future, he says that he has the feeling the boy is riding f'or 
a terrible kind of fall "designed for men who,,,were looking for some-
i 
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thing their own envitpnment couldn't supply them with," He says that 
Holden gives up too easily, and, as an example, points to his failure in 
school, Antolini tells Holden that when Holden has a fair idea of what 
he wants to do in life, he will begin by applying himself in school, 
"You're a student whether the idea appeals to you or not. You're in love 
with knowledge. 1132 Antolini also sees that Holden's pessimistic, self-
destructive tendencies may lead to an unworthy martyrdom: 11 ,,,I can very 
clearly see you dying nobly, one way or another, for some highly unworthy 
cause. 11 33 He consoles Holden by telling him that among the things he will 
learn if he pursues an academic education is that he will find that he is 
not "the first person who was ever confused and frightened and even sick-
ened by human behavior. 11 34 And finally he challenges Holden's idealism 
by pointing out that the scholarly thinker has more to offer the world 
than the unscholarly thinker, and urges him to make a success of his 
schoolwork,35 
For George and Holden the advice of their former teachers can be 
fully comprehended only in the future; this advice does not immediately 
affect them as Huck is affected by being continually in Jim's presence. 
Nevertheless, these mentors provide a vision of maturity which helps 
create a climate for the adolescent's moral development. Perhaps it 
could be argued that each of these mentors expresses an ultimate truth 
the author wishes to give to youth, From Jim comes the truth of huma,n 
dignj,ty; from Kate Swift and the grotesques of Winesburg comes the truth 
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of the necessity for deeply understanding people; and from Mr. Antolini 
' 
comes the truth of living humbly for a cause. Each of these trµths 1~ 
ultimately a great moral truth, 
Perhaps the 
their intuitive, 
most significant trait the three boys have in ,corrunon is 
comp~ss~onate kindness which arises spontaneou~ly out 
of their natures. Their kindness is to be sharply distinguished from 
the animal good-naturedness of a character such as Tom Jones. As sug~ 
gested earlier; the boys' kindness derives partly from their sense of 
. inferiority, a sense that makes them particularly sympathetic with others 
who are also .somewhat outside the pale of conventional society. 
Huck shows many times his capacity to recognize, respond to, and 
mete out kindness. He recognizes the kindly character of the old doctor 
who puts in a good word for Jim: "I thought he had a good heart in him 
and was a good man the first time I see him. 11 36 Early in the book he 
gets a "good going over" from Miss Watson because of the dirt on his new 
clothes; but the widow, who does not scold him and only "looked so sorry,•• 
captures his regard by her kindness and he resolves to "behave a while if 
I could."37 Similar to this is Huck's reaction to Aunt Sally, who 
"mothered me so good I felt mean." Her kindness makes him resolve to 
"never do nothing to grieve her anymore. 11 38 
When the Duke and Dauphin are fleeing an angry town they ask Huck 
to rescue them on the raft, and he shows his kindness by helping them 
without question, He even has the presence of mind to suggest a way to 
throw the pursuing dogs off their scent to give them more time for escape. 
Huck's kindness is also shown in his reactions to cruelty. When a mqb is 
I 
threatening to lynch Colonel Sherburn, he does not delight in tpe spe~tacle 
as Tom Sawyer might have; he only comments that "it was awful to see. ,.39 
23 
At a circus a seemingly drunk spectator begs, and is finally pe\rm.itt~a, 
to ride a fast horse. The crowd laughs at his struggles to keep from 
. falling off, but Huck {whose reaction foreshadows Holden's obse·rvation 
u, I 
that "people always laugh at the wrong things") says that "It wo.rn 't 
I . ~ 
funny 1 to me, though; \I was all of a tremble to see his danger. •i 
But Huck's finest moment of sympathetic kindness comes during the 
Wilkes episode. The consideration he receives from the Wilkes girls, 
whose money the frauds plan to steal, makes him feel "so ornery and low 
down and mean that I say to myself ••• I'll hive that money for them or 
bust."41 It is significant that this risky resolve comes not so much 
from his sense of justice as from his sense of guilt at repaying their 
kindness with deceit. He even shows a kind tact when, upon Mary Jane's 
asking him where the money is hidden, he writes the place on paper for 
her to read later. He knows that telling her then that it is on dead 
Peter's chest would only unnecessarily "set her to worrying about her 
troubles. 11 
Huck also shows that he is no sentimentalist in the kindness that 
he extends. When he has done all he can to save the looters on the 
Walter Scott from drowning, but fails, he remains unruffled: "I felt a 
little bit heavy-hearted about the gang, but not much, for I reckoned 
42 if they could stand it, I could." 
~ith George Willard there is a power of sympathetic kindness in his 
nature that'. makes the grotesques want to, tell him their stories,. But 
George is more than merely sympathetic, he.is empathetic, and in those 
moments of truth that .Anderson loves to describe he reaches int:o the ; 
very core of the buried lives of Winesburg. In the book's first sto:pr 
I 
we learn th~t George is the only person in town who is a frien~ to the 
i 
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strange, haunted Wings Biddlebaum and the last medium in the world through 
which.· Wings can express himself~ He listens to the story of the ugly, 
· ill-so.aped Wash William's story of his wife's deceit and "felt 1 11 and 
weak.· In imagination he also became old and shapeless. 1143 The.pathetic 
"loneliness" shows Gekrge at the height of his empathy ashe li~tens to 
the story of old Enoch Robinson, whose life as a sad, lonely, frustrated 
artist. finds release in George's companionship: 
As the man talked George Willard began to feel that he would 
like to get out of the chair and sit on the cot (where Enoch 
sat) also, He wanted to put his arms about the littie old 
man! In the half darkness the man talked and the boy listened, 
filled with sadness,44 
Holden also demonstrates an acute sympathetic kindness, yet some-
times it seems that his sympathy extends beyond a mere healthy concern 
for others. Frequently he projects his own neurotic sufferings into his 
ideas of how others must feel, and the result is a pathos that continually 
depresses him, Examples of this neurotic, super-sensitive kind of sympathy 
include an unusual apology at the end of an exam paper so that his kindly 
history teacher will not feel so bad about failing him. His pity for 
extremely ugly girls depresses him; they "have it tough. I feel so sorry 
for them sometimes, · 45 Sometimes I can't even look at them .•.. " He is 
depressed by thinking that most girls will end up marrying "dopey guys." 
He is also depressed because he can afford a better breakfast than two 
nuns sitting next to him, and he even is depressed because his roommate 
has cheap suitcases while he has expensive ones. 
But if there is an element of "neurotic sympathy" in Holden, thfre 
is also a more wholesome, Huck Finn blend of pure kindness. H9lden in-
vites the pimply-faced, social outcast Ackley to go to the movies wi~h 
him solely out of a compassion for Ackley's isolation. When a waiter 
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refuses to serve alcohol to Holden, he is magnanimous: "I didn .' t hol!l 1 t 
against him though. They lose theJr Jobs if' they get caught selling to 
... ~ ' 
a minqr. His biggest concern at getting kicked out of Pencef is the 
effect it will have ~n his high-strung mother's nerves. And fipally ,., 
his unsolicited contrh.bution to the nuns: is a mark of his unalloyed . 
generosity. 
Though Holden has an acute sympathy for others, most of whom are the 
lonely outsiders of society like himself, he is too immature to sense the 
tragedy of and sympathize with the "phonies," the noisy ostentatious 
"hollow men" he so vehemently criticizes. Peter Seng, who is to date 
Holden's most adverse critic, succinctly sums up his immaturity: 
He must acquire a sense of proportion, a sense of humor. 
He must learn compassion for the human, the pompous, the 
phoney, the perverse, such people are the fellow inhab-
itants of his world, and behind their pitiful masks are the 
faces of the children in the rye.47 . 
A particularly interesting phase of the adolescents' lives which 
provides insight into their moral values is their attitudes toward girls 
and sex. Growing out of the ".American Dream" is the somewhat unrealistic 
apotheosis of womanhood, a vision of the woman as pure, noble, and in-
nocent, like an unapproachable goddess, This concept .of womanhood, which 
grew from chivalric ideals extended and modified by the s~ntimentalism of 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, retains even today a tenacious 
hold on .American culture, and .its influence can be seen in all three of 
the boys. 
Fiedler gets at the heart of the lack of sexuality in Huck: 
One of the reasons it is so hard to tell Huck Finn's age 
(Twain says he's fourteen!) is Twain's unwillingness to 
confess that, capable as he is of shifting for himself, 
he is also sexually mature, Huck is permitted, it is true., 
~o move in the world of the raree show; but he is not al-
lowed to respond to the sexuality of such spectacles with 
the same awareness he brings t~8the world of lynchings 
,;md cruelty which is its twin·. 
Twain does not even arrange for Huck to have any little grammar school 
love affairs, as Tom Sawyer and Becky Thatcher have in The Adver1turea of 
' - -
I 
~ Sawyer, By putting Huck in pr~dominantly masculine situati.ons, he 
avoids ticklish sexual problems, -The nearest Huck comes to an;admission 
of sexual feeling is his praise for Mary Jane Wilkes, his idea of the· 
perfection of womanhood, In his admiration of her he displays an almost 
worshipful attitude for her, which is another example of the American's 
idealization of womanhood: 
You may say what you want to, but in my opinion she had more 
sand in her than any girl I ever see; in my opinion she was 
just full of sand, It sounds like flattery, but it ain't no 
flattery; And when it comes to beauty--and goodness too--she 
lays over them all, I hain't ever seen her since that time ••• 
but I reckon I've thought of her a many and a many million 
times, and of her saying she would pray for me; and if ever 
I'd a thought it would do any good for ~e to pray for her, 
blamed if I wouldn't a done it or bust,49 
With Anderson, however, the adolescent comes to grips with the problem 
of sexuality in the ambiguous, uncertain way that Anderson himself seemed 
to have perceived the subject, George and the other adolescents in 
Anderson's stories are torn by the dilemma of being unable to reconcile 
. I 
the image of woman idealized with the woman as object of sexual desi~e, 
and the outcome of this strife is a deep sense of guilt. In Surbeck'.s 
Poolroom George asserts the poolroom code that "women should look out for 
themselves, that the fellow who went out with a girl was not responsible 
for what happened,"50 and he apparently· endorses this thinking:in his 
furtiye aff.air of lust in "Nobody Knows," But his guilt-haunted feel,ing 
is shown as he steals home: 
• ffii/. , , stopped whistling and stood ;perfectly still in the dark.;. 
ness, attentive, listening as though for a voice calling his 
h.ame, Then again he laughedmervoJ.sly, "She hasn't got anythiljlg 
·' I 
on me. Nobody knows," he muttered doggedly and went·on his 
way.51 
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For his former teacher Kate Swift he aloo ho.o a deoire. In one of 
those· private scenes Anderson is master of, George io looking about to 
see if he is alone and pretending to be talking to Kate. "Oh, you' r~,,: 
\ ; 
just letting on, you know you are," he declares. "I'm going to find ·out 
about you." Later in a scene that epitomizes Winesburg's theme of iso-
~ated frustration, George is see~ alone in his room lying down: 
He began to have lustful thoughts and pulling down the shade of 
the window closed his eyes and turned his face to the wall. He 
took a pillow into his arms and embraced it thinking first of 
the school teacher, who by her words had stirred something with-
in him, and later of Helen White ••• with whom he had been for a 
long time half in love.52 
. 
Despite his desire for Helen, George idealizes her, and he tries to 
express his inchoate emotion to her when he tells her, "I want you to be 
different from other women •••• I want you to be a beautiful woman."53 
Their communion in the moment of pure understanding in "SoJ;histicati_on" 
is something derived from yet transcending sex. It is the only instance 
of one of Anderson's adolescents fulfilling the author's vision of mature 
love. 
With Holden the dilemma between the idealized woman and what he calls 
the "crumby" woman is brought to a sharper focus. While Anderson's adol-
escents never get beyond highly emotionally-colored impressions' about the 
problem of sex, Holden has a clear, rational conception of the ··.probleµi. 
' \ i ' ,; 11 He ha~ even. tried to come to grips· with it by making some "sex 'rules'; 
for himself. Despite his clearer perception, however, Holden has co~e no 
nearer a resolution of the dilemma than have Anderson's adolescents. 
'1 ' :". 
Sexuatity, which frankly baffles him, is somehow tied up in his. mind ,with 
,, I l 
\ 
His self-image as the protector of child-the "phoniness" he so detests. 
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hood 'innocence reveals a desire to retreat from the enigma of sex by· 
"prot,ectingll children, whom he assumes are innocent, possibly }?eca.use sex 
has nbt yet. been manifest in them. David Leitch, an Engliah critic, 'com-
ments· perceptively on this retreat from sex: 
i 
Unlike the. unin~ibited Stradlaters, Holden and his literary 
family sheer aw~ from sex. They are at their happiest with 
family affection, the love of brother and sister. Although 
this family love often carries a strong erotic charge (to me 
it alw~s seems that Holden comes nearer to having a sexual 
relationship with Phoebe than he does with anyone else), on 
the fa~e of it, at least, it is pure, innocent, and child-
like.54. 
Holden is preoccupied with the problem of sex. "In my mind," he 
says, "I'm probably the biggest sex maniac you ever saw."55 "Sex is 
something I really don't understand too hot. 1You never know where the 
· 56 hell you are." Like George, he feels guilty about his promiscuity: 
I keep making up these sex rules for myself, and then I break 
them right away. Last year I made a rule that I was going to 
quit horsing around with girls that deep down, gave me a 
pain •••• I broke it thought the same week I made it--the same 
night, as a matter of fact.)7 
Holden shows his dilemma in the conflict between the Stradlater 
morality of the "official culture" and his own idealistic beliefs when he 
tells his friend Luce that his trouble is that he can "never get really 
sexy ••• with a girl I don't like a lot •••. Boy, it really screws up my 
sex life something awful. J.t, sex life stinks. 1158 This idealistic at-
.titude is confirmed in his experience with Sunny, the adolescent prosti-
tute. When Sunny removes her dress he says, "Sexy was about the last) 
thing I was feeling; .. 59 instead the pathetic teenager depresses him. · His 
I 
' 
· sympat1hetic character again shows itself· as he explains his virginityl 
' ,: 
\ l 
The trouble with me is, I stop .••• :I get to feeling sorry,for 
them. I mean most girls are so dumb and all, ••• You take:a 
girl when she really gets passionate, she just hasn't any 
brains. ,,,They tell me to stop, so I stop. I always wis~ I 
hadn't after I take them home, but I keep doing it anyway. O 
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:ije confesses a weakness for g~rls when he says that "Every time they 
·I 
do something pretty, even if they're not much to look at, or even if 
. ~ 
they're sort of stupid, you half fall in love with them." Thts weak-
ness for girls leads him into doing 
criticiz~s in others.\ His adoptioh 
t 
i 
some:of the phony things th~t he: 
of the "slick" name Jim Ste:ele when 
trying to impress three girls from Seattle parallels his own criticism 
of magazine stories which always have super-masculine "lean jawed Davids." 
In phoning the promiscuous Faith Cavendish; Holden assumes the suave 
technique that he earlier condemned in his roommate, Ward Stradlater. 
Especially phony {and especially revealing about his own inner conflicts)· 
is his amorous "horsing around" with Sally Hayes, whom he calls the "Queen. 
of the Phonies." He tells her that he loves her but confesses later that 
"It was a lie, of course, but the thing is, I meant it when I said it. 
I'm crazy, I swear to God I am. 1162 
But if Holden struggles with guilty feelings that he has about his 
behavior around some girls, he at least has a clear vision of what he 
thinks love should be. He expresses this in his conversation with Luce; 
"So do I regard it [se~7 as a ••• pbysical and spiritual experience and all. 
I really do. But it depends on who the hell I'm doing it with, 1163 The 
girl Holden pictures as he talks about an ideal is Jane Gallagher, a 
character whom we never see but who weaves herself into our con'sciousness 
by Holden's continually saying that he will "give her a buzz" on the 
" ; 
phone, .• · Jane is the only adolescent girl Holden knows who fulfills his 
ideal, and the fact that he does not come right out and say that he i,s 
in love with her is that he does not quite feel worthy of her. · There· is 
a strong resemblance between Holden's description of his friendship with 
Jane and George Willard's with Hel,en White: 
I really got to know her quite inti:ina.tely. I don't mean it was 
anything physical or anything~-it w~sn't--but we saw each other 
e.J,.l the6~1me. You don't alwa.ts hav~ to get sexy to get to,know a girl. 
I 
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He says that Jane is not beautiful, but he thinks she is pretty 1and 
' I , 
some of her habits "\ocked me out,;" Wh~n playing checkers, she would not 
move her kings, a habit that becomes in Holden's mind a symbol of her· 
inviolability. Holden's fight with his roommate Stradlater grows from 
his fear that the unscrupulous Stradlater, who takes Jane out, has no 
concern with the fact that she is this kind of girl. For Holden himself, 
despite his wandering from his "rules," believes that love should be re-
served, like the kings in the back row, only for the time and the person 
worthy of its sacred character. Though Holden thinks of calling Jane 
many times during his two days in New York City, he never actually talks 
with her. His perennial excuse is "You have to be in the mood for those 
things," and since he is never in the mood (partly because he feels un-
worthy of her and partly perhaps because he is afraid that Jane has 
changed), he never experiences the understanding that George Willard 
reaches with Helen White. 
Associated with the problem of sex is the charge that a taint of 
perve:.rsion exists in the adolescen'ts of all three authors. Leslie Fiedler, 
I , ' . ·: 
in an article that perhaps is mor~ provocative than tenable, argues that 
f :' ; . ' ! j 
there is a1homosexual character not only in Jim and Huck's rel~tions~ip, 
\ . .( 1' 
but also in the white-colored reldtionships in other great American 1ovels, 
notably those of Cooper and Melville. 65 ·Though it is quite true that Jim 
cont~nually addresses Huck affectionateiy, he does this partly:,because he 
,' I 
lookJ1 on Hu,ck as his child (he is \_ui te I homesick for his own i , 
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aboar~ the raft, but their experiences, for all Fiedler'e mythic analfaia, 
cannot rationally be considered sexual. 
Though George Willard and the boys in Anderson's short stories all 
have strong heterosexual impulses, these impulses, as noted earlier, are 
largely frustrated b~ their concept of the idealized woman. This frus-
tration leads frequently to both erotic fantasies and a transfer of eros 
to love-objects such as Negroes, racehorses, and older boys. However, 
though this transferred affection stems from erotic origins, the erotic 
quality is highly subdued in these love-objects. 
Iri the story "I Want to Know Why" the sixteen-year-old boy's feelings 
for the racehorse stallion Sunstreak and his trainer have at least some 
element of transferred eroticism. After saying that "Sunstreak is like a 
girl you think about but never see," he says that he looked into the 
trainer's eyes and 
Something happened to me. I guess I loved that man as much 
as I did the horse because he knew what I knew. Seemed to 
me that there wasn't anything in the world but that man and 
the horse6gnd me. I cried and Jerry Tillford had a shine in his eyes. 
In "The Man Who Became a Woman" there seems to be a latent homo-
sexuality in young Herman Dudley's hero worship for the older Tom Me~ns. 
Herman, telling the story himself in his maturity, offers a reasonable 
, .. 
refutation which explains not only his owri feeling about Tom Means but 
I •· which also may be applied to the i::eelings of Anderson's other adolescents. 
l:po tel)l. the truth, I suppose :I got 'to love Tom Means, who ,1 
tas fi!v-e years older than me, although I wouldn't have da:ued 
~,ay so' then. Americans are shy and timid about saying th:i$).gs 
~ike that, and a man here don't dare own up he loves anot~er 
:inan, I've found out, and they are afraid to admit such feeh-
:ltngs t'p themselves even. I guess they're afraid6it may bel 
taken to mean something it don't need to at all. 7 
i.' i 
llolded has an experience which he interprets as being "petverty" 
32 
-- that $hatters his faith in one of the few adults he genuinely respects. 
I 
After:' beingi put up for the night at the Antolini' s apartment, J11ere the 
heavily drinking Antolini has been giving him advice, he awakenk sudd¢nly 
to discover that the ,man has been sitting on the floor next to the couch 
and h~s patted him od the head. Unable to understand the intoxicated. 
I 11 
· Antolini's affectionate, paternal feeling for him, he is utterly confused 
and hurriedly leaves after making up a weak excuse. Later he says that 
he knows "more damn perverts, at school and all, than anybody you ever 
68 
met, and they're always being perverty when I'm around." What makes 
these "perverts" act thus around Holden is probably no more than the f'act 
that Holden's sympathetic nature, which is especially sensitive to the 
outsiders of society, causes them to drop their guard and relax into their 
proclivities. Though Holden is not physically nor psychologically the 
image of tough masculinity represented by his roommate Stradlater, he 
nevertheless has nothing effeminate or weak about his character; he 
demonstrates this by standing up to Stradlater and Maurice in fights that 
he knows he can only lose. 
Running through the three novels and linking them together in a .bond 
of greatness is the demonstration of the adolescent's capacity for l9ve. 
Love for others is the boys' basic virtue, and all their other :virtue;s 
\ 
spring from it. Of the three boys, Huck Finn emerges as the most ma~ure 
J \ lover in the agape sense. One cannot think of his feelings tow:ard the 
Duke and Dauphin, as well as for ~~e Wi¥tes girls and Buck Gra.r:tgerford, 
withoft feeling the force of Tril~~ng 1 s 1encomium: 
'l 
Not th~ least remarkable thing about Huck's feelings for people 
ts th~t his tenderness goes along with his assumption that; his .. 
rellowl men are likely to be dangerdus and wicked •••• Yet ~his I 
profolJfld and bitter knowledge of h'4nan depravity never prtivents •. 
him frbm being a friend to man.69 • l 
ex uz; am 
33 
!Huck's love, too, seems purer: and more natural. Anderson's and 
'1 1, 
\ 
Salinger's adolescents, while having a more conscious realizatfon of love 
' for others, are weakened to some degree because of their neurotic ter;idencies, 
" 
which' keep them from the mo1·e natural character of Huck's love. Put I in 
simpl~r terms, Huck'~ love,is noble and\unmixed, but Anderson's and Sal-
inger's adolescents show a love blended with the pathetic. 




coJFLICT WITH TiiE "OFFICIAL CULTURE" 
As pointed out in the first chapter, the three principal adolescents 
being dealt with in this study are sensitive rebels, In the second 
chapter an attempt was made to reveal some of their moral assumptions by 
examining their relations with themselves and others. Both of these 
chapters have.tried to demonstrate that theirs is a transcendent morality, 
a moral vision which reaches above the widely accepted beliefs held by 
the mass of the population which Henry Nash Smith has termed the "official 
culture." At many junctions the beliefs of this "official culture" con-
flict with the boys' views, and inevitably this leads to a tension which 
helps clarify the boys' moral values. This chapter will attempt to examine 
the more important of these conflicts and to study the boys' moral be-
havior under the consequent stress, Thus the theme pf all three books--
Huckleberry Finn, Winesburg, Ohio, and The Catcher in the Rye--:, 1can be 
defined broadly as a quest for a higher moral vision, a greater truth 
than J).s seen by the "official culture." 
I 
~though Huckleberry Finn grows out' of the earlier book for boys, 
I 
I The Ap.ventures of Tom Sawyer, it has, as' Lionel Trilling notes J 
I 
•.. a mbre intense truth, fiercer and more complex. Tom Sawyer 
~as the truth of honesty- -what it says about things and fe/~l-
ings is never false and always both adequate and beautiful,'. 
Ruck Finn has this kind of truth, too, but it also has the 
-,-- -.-
truth of moral passion; it deals directly with the virtue 
and depravity of ma.n's heart,l 
In To~,n Sawyer, Huck is the outcast befriended by Tom, who, through his 
lucky': association with him in the finding of Injun Joe's loot, is 
I 
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"saved" back to respectability in a happily-ever-after-ending, In Huck 
I I 
Finn the relationship with Tom continues, but the significance of it 
deepens.· 
Huck and Tom's relationship is ·used to develop one of the book's 
main themes, viz., how the "official culture" is permeated with a ro-
mantic sentimentality that blinds people to real moral issues. There is 
plenty of evidence in the novel to support this; Emmaline Grangerford, 
for instance, paints sorrowful pictures of dead birds yet is blind, as 
is the rest of her family, to the murderous feuding being done in the 
name of honor. Miss Watson, despite her appearance of piety, is blind to 
Jim's feelings when she considers selling him to the slave trader. The 
new judge is blind to Pap's rascally nature and is taken in by his 
sentimental pledge to reform. Twain implicates all society in this blind-
ness when he shows the blubbering Dauphin reaping a windfall at a camp 
revival meeting by parading as a pirate who has just found salvation~, In 
the chapter "All Full of Tears and Flapdoodle" he draws a particular~y 
detailed portrait of a whole town blinded by the pseudo-lamentations of 
the :quke and Da:uphin, who are impostors ,for the real Wilkes hetrs. 
I 
;sut th,e chief illustrator of romantic sentimentality is Topi SaWY;er, 
I 0 
the b~y herp of the "official cul t'ure." Even his misbehavior i 1s ado:ded 
r by adµlts apd peers, Huck included. Opposed to Tom is Jim, the. epitome 
I ' ·,') J 
of tli,e humble, unaffected realist. Bec!:j.use Jim is a Negro he can neyer 
I 
enjoy: ... '.· any ihsider privileges in th~ white society, and his condition 1as 
'\ ! 
an ou:tcast 1is intensified by his being hunted. But Huck, though basically 
,1 
an outsider himself, can belong to a group such as Tom's robbc~ gang~ sub-
. I ·I 
ject,1 of course, to the condition .that he go back to the widow' f:l and be 
,, 
respe'ptable. Huck thus finds himself with a foot in each of t~o worlds- -
i 
the wprld of Tom Is "official culture" aqd the world of the out~:ider JJm. 
I \) 
Because of his own "~eutral" upbringing ,(discussed in Chapter II), he is 
in a uniquely objective position to judge between the two. 
But before we can understand why he commits himself to one of these 
worlds in the last pages of the novel, a review of his actions prior to 
the Phelps episode is necessary. Early in the book he shows he is being 
assimilated into "respectable" society at the widow's. "I was getting 
sort of used to the widow's ways .••• I liked the old ways best, but I was 
getting so I liked the new ones, too, a little bit."2 Indeed, this as-
similation of the widow's ways and.the need for approval from Tom in-
dicates that Huck is well on his way to being a quasi-Tom Sawyer himself. 
It is ironic, therefore, that the reprehensible Pap, who kidnaps him 
away from "sivilization," indirectly is the agent by which Huck comes to 
develop his great moral insights on the river. Huck's moral development 
during his "adventures" along the Mississippi takes place, of qourse, in-
' 
the presence of his mentor Jim, the outsider of society. The freedom of 
the r,aft thus allows these two to work out a relationship that i is reJlloved 
I 
from ~d ndt dictated by a society which has fixed prejudices biased ~n 
\ 
tradi3tion rather than on humane ideals. After the freedom of the raft 
and Huck's :morally formative river: episodes, the last fifth of the nQvel 
returlns again to a 11sivilized" setting !:it the Phelps farm. This return 
I• 
provihes a balance with the book's openfng. Jim again is back :,;in sl~very 
' \ ) ' 
and i~prisoµed, and Huck is once more apparently acquiescing tq Tom's 
. I 
" ' 
romantic inanities. Huck's seeming return to a position of su~ordin1;ttion 
.i 
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to Ton~ after his river experiences is construed by most critics 1 led py 
Leo Marx, 3 not only as a structural\ flaw but as Huck Finn's tragedy. 
Howeve:r, I wish to show, by examining his relationship with Tom; that :the 
I 
! 
lessons of the river interim have not be~n forgotten; rather they enable 
! i j . 
him to: show .not only .J.he superiority of his character over Tom I s but also 
·give the moral principles he.unconciciously holds a clear triwnp~ over the 
romantic sentimentality of the "official culture," 
Early in the novel Tom shows the blind, illogical quality of his 
romanticism when he says that the prisoners in his robber gang must be 
ransomed, and Ben Rogers asks what "ransom" means, 
I don't know, But that's what they do. I've seen it in 
books; and so of course that's what we got to do, 
But how can we do it if we don't know what it is? 
Why blame it all, we've got to do it, Don't I tell you 
it's in the books? Do you want to go doing differeft from 
what's in the books, and get things all muddled up? 
In organizing the gang, Tom's concern for romantic form over reality is 
innocuous and even humorous, just as it is in Tom Sawyer. Tom's spirit 
is manifest in Huck when Huck consciously imitates Tom's passion for 
"style" in his "murder" at the shack. "I did wish Tom Sawyer was there, 
I knowed he would take an interest in this kind of business, and thro* 
in such a thing as that. 11 5 Tom Is influence also is apparent in 'Huck Is, 
I 
first "adventure" after meeting Jim, the encounter with the wrec):eed 
steamb6at, Huck, feeling "just the way ahy other boy would a feht 11 
I I :: ' I, 
I 
wants }o go aboard despite Jim's prptest,, Trying to change Jim'S minds, 
I I 
he says that they might "borrow" suich things as II seegars II and cd'sh, and 
as his final argument cites his hero Tom: 
,! 
D0 you reckon Tom Sawyer would ever go by this thing? Not tor \ 
! • 
pie he wouldn't. He'd call it an adventure--that's what he'd 
c~ll it; and he land on that wreck if it was his last act. 
Md wouldn't he throw style into it?--wouldn't he spread him-
felf, nor nothing? Why, you'~ think it was Christopher ·. 
C 'lum~us discovering Kingdom"'Come. I wish Tom Sawyer ~ .' 
here. · . 
,; .j' 
But H,uck I s attempt at being romantically adventurous and his i~norin~ 
.\ 
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Jim's/ advice of "better let blame well alone" has a melancholy :outco~e, 
for :ilndirectly he is\the cause of'.the tnree looters on board dtowning. 
'· 
. This is his first result of imposing Tom's "playlike" world of )child~en 
on the real world of men. 
In setting up the complex plot in the Wilkes episode (which, inci-
dentally, has a moral motive and is in that respect quite different from 
Tom's plot to free Jim), Huck again muses on his hero; " ••• I reckon Tom 
Sawyer couldn't a done it no neater himself. Of course he would a throwed 
more style into it, but I can't do that very handy, not being brung up 
to it."7 Huck shows here that he is still preoccupied with style, a 
distinctively Tom Sawyer trait, yet " ••• deeper than his amoral admiration 
for technique is Huck's instinctive alignment with those rare persons who 
are incapable of style--the Jims and Mary Janes of the world, who are too 
good and feel too deeply to deceive others. 118 But despite his style, 
Huck's plan fails because of .the arrival of the real Wilkes heirs, and 
he is in the "most awful and most dangersome I was ever in,,,everything 
was going so different from what I had allowed for •••• 119 The fiailure of ; ,, 
i I 
his consciously stylized attempts at romantic adventure--the pr.anks qn 
1 . . . '.l 
I 
Jim., lthe boarding of the Walter Scott, the plan for returning the Wilkes 
i'. 
money:--subtly prepare us for his later disenchantment with Tom. 
ren ~bm meets Huck at the Phelps farm practically the fiJf:St th~.ng 
he waibts to\ know is how Huck executed his own "murder," because, as Huck 
i 
j ! J: 
puts rit, ".·· .. it was a grand adventure, and mysterious, and so it hit,.him 
f 




Tom's style when, detective fashion, Tom figures out where Jim is im-' 
prisoned and seys, "What a head for Just a boy to have! If I had Tom 
Sawyer's head, I wouldn't trade it off to be a duke, nor a mate of a' 
I • . 11 
steamboat, nor clown in a circus, nor no,thing I can think of." It is 
'i 
perhaps significant ~hat the things Huck would not trade to lose an in-
tellect like Tom's are pursuits whose appeal usually diminishes as on.e 
matures, Yet later Huck has cause to wonder about the quality of Tom's 
head when Tom, trying to enter the house by climbing up the lightning-rod 
instead of going in the front door, "nearly busted his brains out." 
Jim 
Tom's notion of honor is distorted, too, He says that in freeing 
.•• there is more honor in getting him out through a lot of 
difficulties and dangers, where there warn't one furnished 
to you by the people who it was their duty to furnish them, 
and you· had to contrive them all out of your own head.12 
The misery that Tom makes Jim submit to illustrates less innocuously than 
the ransoming incident the blindness of Tom's romanticism . 
.•. when Tom insists on gratifying his longings for the 
strange, the exotic, the dangerous, at whatever cost to 
his friends, we realize that he is not only selfish but 
perhaps,· concealed from us by his boyish charms, he is cruel 
too,lj 
Tom momentarily even thinks ato ut cutting Jim's leg off ( to Tom, Jim ':is 
still the unfeeling comic minstrel) because "some of the best authorities ;, 
has dcime it," but he dismisses the, idea because "there· ain't necessi t;r 
). !' . 
enoug)l for it." 
I: 
i 




ll i ',' / . 
out t~ Tom ~he uselessness ofmaki~g a rope ladder, writing on 'the siblen 
.< ~ 
shirt~and plates, and digging Jim out with case-knives. 
\ 






are sy1ept a13ide by the precedents from 'Ilom' s romantic reading, • Even · when 
I 
Tom mtist fa~e reality, as in the pl:"l,ssage below, he blinds himse'lf by 
·,1 .I 
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rutiopalization and hypocrisy; furthermore, we also see his distorted 
r: 
view .pf morality, Huck has Just a~ked Tom what they w:1.11 do when they 
rea.li~e that it is obviously futile to try to dig Jim out with.knives, 
I'll tell you, It ain't right, and it ain't moral, and I 
wouldn't like it to get out--but there ain't only Just the 
pne way; we got\to4dig him o~t wittj the picks, and~£!!. it's case-knives, l • , 
Huck's classic rejoinder to this sharpens the contrast between the 
two: "'Now you're talking!' I says; 'Picks is the thing, moral or no 
moral; and as for me, I don't care shucks for the morality of it nohow 1 " 15 
Huck here shows a change in his attitude toward Tom's style; he is be-
ginning to grow tired of the aimless caprice, Two pages later he gets 
more openly critical when Tom plans to send things secretly to Jim by 
way of Uncle Silas and Aunt Sally, "Don't do nothing of the kind," he 
says, "it's one of the most jackass ideas I ever struck, 1116 Tom, however, 
pays no attention to this opinion. Huck and Jim, though, continue to 
play Tom's games without protesting too vehemently because, after all, 
if they refuse to cooperate Tom could conceivably expose the whole escape 
plot to his aunt and uncle. Thus, Huck and Jim are forced into an un-
fortupate alliance with Tom. 
f).t the, outset of the escape proceedings, Huck is glad to rieceiv~ 
Tom's,.help because he is then unaware to what lengths Tom's "style" 
would,carry them. But his cooperation ~ith Tom ends suddenly ~hen tlie 
i . 
1 
si tua~ion d,emands realistic valor :unclo\.:(ded by romantic heroism. Torn:' s 
' 
wound after the escape requires irmnediate medical attention, an.d Jim, at 
; ii ! !, 
risk of his1 own freedom, says that he and Huck will not leave until a; 
. l doctor sees.! Tom, 
·~ ~ 
Tom, blind to hi~ own situation and the sign~ficandie of 
' 
what ~s bei'~g done for him, "raised considerable row" in protest and\is 
Yi j' 
restrained from crawling out and setting; the raft loose. When 1he finally 
41 
.J 
realizes that he cannot stop Huck from bringing a doctor, he prescribes 
l . ~. \\ 
elaborate plans for secretly getting him there. Though Huck tells Tom 
JI 1 
' 
that he will carry out these plans, he·completely ignores them 1and works 
~ .i J :i 





;But the most co~vincing scene which confirms Huck's allegiance to 
" ·\ ', ' 
' I Jim occurs when the wounded Tom suddenly appears, carried on a?mattr~ss 
and somewhat delirious, At the same time Jim is brought, tied and bl:µ'-
feted by his captors. Huck makes his choice; instead of seeing about 
Tom he follows the men "to see what they was going to do about Jim." 
We cannot help approving his decision; Tom's explanation later of the 
strange events at the Phelps house shows the height of his infantile 
romanticism, and we, and probably Huck also, are embarrassed for him, 
This last ~hoice of Huck's marks his final moral posture, the rejection 
of Tom and the values of romantic sentimentality and the affirmation of 
Jim and the values of truth, reality, and hum.an dignity. 
For George Willard, who does not have intense conflicts with his 
society as Huck and Holden do, the principal problem is the inarticulate-
ness of the people around him. George has, in sharing the experiences 
of the people of Winesburg, become a means of partially breaking down 
r 
the walls that separate men and that keep them from truly expre1ssing 
' ,, 
i 
themselves, But as Irving Howe points out, " ••• salvation of the grot.ksque 
\ I 
II 1,7 is beyond George's capabilities ; 
I, ' 
I \ 
he can only distill the easencei. of 
1 , ~ I 
their I lives, and some day, when he has matured his talent, perhaps he! 
1 ' t,' 
tl i 
can use them in books which will further break these walls. For Anderson, 
j ~ \! 
as we}l.as ~. H, Lawrence, sex is a key to articulation, and it· is in~er-
p ,, 
i 
estini?; to note that the majority of the ~inesburg stories have/ to some 




the to.boos of the "official culture." Even George Willard, derJpite his. 
y 
greater insight, ho.s his own conflicts with sexual problems, wh:l.ch were 
I 
exami:ned in Chapter II, 
Yet in a way, the "official ciulturq" concept in Winesburg 5s so~e-
' I 
what irrelevant, for\Anderson anatomizes society into its separate 
individuals; and the conflict within each individual whom he deals with 
is his basic unit, This inarticulate society Anderson may deplore, but 
the individuals ·in it are not directly blamed; they can only be pitied, 
sympathized with, and loved, and this is the great lesson George learns 
about society. 
For Holden Caulfield the conflict with the "official.culture" is the 
conflict between sincerity and artificiality which he terms "phoniness." 
Holden's world is full of phonies and phony institutions; there is some-
thing in his sweeping condemnation of the shallowness in our affluent 
society which resembles the old prophet Amos' judgments against Israel 
during one of her prosperous moments. "The.yardstick Holden applies to 
the world," writes Charles Kaplan, 11 is a simple one--too simple, perhaps, 
too rigorous, too uncompromising for anyone but an adolescent [or a 
prophe.:!]·. ,to attempt to apply to a complex world: it is the test of 
truth, 1118 
I 
J.Iolden., except for a handful of exc1eptions, sees only the bad tiings 
in hii envi:ronment; he does not halve the satirist's capacity to: laugh' at 
,, 
l folly!and v~ce, nor can he compromise himself by "adjusting." But t~ough 
I j 
there:! is a prophetic ring to some ,of hii critic isms of society; ther~ are 
also \he petty complaints, the ennti, wb!ich show him truly as~ chil~ of 
\! 
the efupty cµlture he condemns, Typical of the way he frequent~y looks 
I 
on things i!3 his description of Central ;park: " ..• there didn't .-look J,ike 
I 
t 
there: was anything in the park except dog crap and gobs of spit and cigar 
,: . 19 butts! from old men •.• 11 · 
; 
'l1he institutions and people Holden condemns are legion, He attacks 
:i 
the hypocritical Ossenberger, who claims\ that he talks to Jesus all the 
I 
time,: even :While dri~ing, He sees the sham sentimentality of t 1he woman 
who cries at the movies but refuses to take her uncomfortable child to 
the restroom. He criticizes the Pencey Prep magazine ads which show 
polo ponies, because he says he never saw a horse near the campus. He 
quit Elkton Hills, another prep school, not only because the phonies were 
"coming in the goddam window" but also because the parents of the students 
were given unequal treatment. He unmasks his roommate Stradlater as a 
"secret slob" who looks good when he goes out but who leaves behind a 
rusty razor which is full of "lather and hairs and crap." He attacks 
IvY League collegians ("All those IvY League bastards look alike") and 
the wa:y they ,talk (" ••. those very phony, IvY League voices ..• those very 
tired, snobby voices"). 20 At a hotel ballroom he criticizes the band 
("corny brassy") and people who do "a lot of show-off tricky stuff on the 
dance floor." At a bar where a pair of French girls do a show he comments: 
"If you sat around there long enough and heard all the phonies applauql.ing 
!! 
and al,l, you got to hate everybody in the world, 1121 
' ' 
A particular anathema to Holden is the movies. He once almost was 
1 !, i' I. 
i in a rn:ovie short to demonstrate his golfing ability, but he says he 
;I t 
turned the 9ffer down because he tl:ii.ought it would be phony for i:,.nyone: who 
hated ;the movies as much as he did to be in one, He blames some of his 





He alsq hatee; 
actori becau'.se " •.. they never act like p~ople."23 Sir Laurence Olivier's 
! i 
role a,s Hamlet does not please him becauflle " .•• he was too much like a, 
-· ~-Z .& t&A 3M.£ . &.kX. J.£&JJ. ~tW.&4W - I QQ _h_P_J. _ ..t_ __ Q_@_J .. 2 - # 
44 
d d 1121+ goddrun general, instead of a sa, screwe -up type guy. He o'ays he 
;._, I 
!·' 
must ;read a pley before he can enjoy it because if an actor acto it 
out, ~e keeps "worrying about whether he's going to do something phoriy 
·. . i 
every: minut,e. 1125 
I ··i 
I I 
.Thus to Holden ~he opposite of tru~h is phoniness, a word 1whose 
connotation suggests the sham whicJ;i permeates his world, The !)honies are 
shallow in every phase of their lives-~they are too shallow even to have 
a depth of evil that could perhaps give them a tragic dimension, 
Holden, at an age when most boys are looking to the opportunities of 
yollllg manhood, instead looks back into his childhood because, as Arthur 
Heiserman and James Miller put it, he " ••• refuses to compromise with 
26 
adulthood and its necessary adulteries •.•• " He recalls the museum that 
he visited as a child and seys that the best thing about it was that 
everything always stayed the same. Once he walks all the way through 
Central Park to visit the museum, but he suddenly does not want to go 
in, Unconsciously he realizes that he has changed too much, that the 
childhood memories associated with the place would be destroyed by a 
revisit, This sacredness of the museum is broken later when he does 









scene epitomizes his conflict with society: ' 
. i 
±au ca~' t ever find a place that's hice, because there isn, 1 t 
~Y· :X-ou may think there is, but qnce you get there, wheq 
you're; not looking, somebody\11 sneak up and write "F---




This 9omment comes shortly after he has seen two such epithets 1at thel 
I 
I 
grade;schoo:1- that his sister Phoebe attends. After he had rubbed th~ ([ 
i first/ one opt with his hand, he thinks he would like to kill the "pel'1verty 
bum" who had put them there, for he never admits the most proba:ble suspicion 
J,_._ t 3., #.@!414,_.Q,,@4Uth.J. LX J.$.1 c~- • .%,! __ «.,. L-4,J;.t_ .. iQ a;eaat.JL4-
that 1the matter was done by some child. He tries to rub out the second 
insc~iption but finds that it has peen scratched on with a knife, and he 
\: . ·1 
conc~udes tihat half of the world's "F--- you's" could not be eliminated 
' I 
.· 28 
if 11y1ou had a million years to do it in." i ~ • •! { I , i. i 
~ut these epith+ts have more ,than~ debased sexual meaning; they 
depress Holden because they repre~ent a negation of all he values. '.!'hey 
negate his ideal of love between sexes and his ideal of childhood in-
nocence. · They are also an open affront to the dignity of the sensitive 
people he loves,. such as children, the nuns, the serious kettle drummer, 
and Jane Gallagher. In short, these epithets represent the voices of 
those who are incapable of love and who try to fill the void with their 
enmity. From behind these inscriptions is the leering, baleful, and 
bitter laughter of a world that knows the Holden Caulfields are somehow 
superior, but that will never admit it. Symbolically, these inscriptions 
represent the ubiquity of evil, even in the citadels of childhood in-
nocence. Holden's whole conflict with himself--his tragic flaw, perhaps--
stems from his inability to see that good operates in a context of evil 
and that evil itself makes the good bo~h puissant and noble. 
We have noted that each of the three novels is a quest, in its own 
way, for values and truth which reach beyond the limited view ~f the· 
I. 
''offi~ial c'ulture." But ironically, in two of these novels the .,protagonists 
:f I 
are a~ept prevaricators. 
,1 
I .! 
It will be prQfitable perhaps to exp~ore wlP.y 
' .. 1 
Huck and Holden lie and to attempt: to show that their lying grows frqm a 
I i , ' 




shows concern for the tr~th in the book's very 
' 1 i 
says there are some 
~ ·~ 
"stretchers" in the novel but He 
the t-~uth is . told. He notes here, too, in a sort of 
·1 





that r;he ",, ,never seen anybody but lied, one time or another, without it 
was )\.unt Polly, or the widow, or maybe Mary." 29 But these thrE1e exc~ptions 
'i. 
do not live, as does Huck through most'of the novel, along the 'unshe1tered 
j 
banks of the Mississippi. Huck's lies, <:says A,E, Dyson, are "~ .. a tech-
nique. for surviving ln a largely immoral world with as little ynpleasant-
1_\ 
ness for himself and for everyone else as possible,"30 i1 Becausf:l Huck ·. can 
trust so few people, he continually tells different stories about who he 
is and why he and Jim are floating down the river. Only once, early in 
the book"when he still regards Jim merely as a comic minstrel, does he 
tell a lie which cannot be morally justified. This is the incident of 
the fog-dream, and Huck is humiliated by the lie's effect. 
Huck, however, despite his talent for telling believable fictions, 
cannot lie convincingly when the lie goes against his natural goodness. 
When the Duke gives him a "left-handed look" during the investigation in 
the Wilkes episode, he knows that he must lie to Lawyer Bell, But he 
lies so unconvincingly that Bell tells him, ironically, that he needs 
practice. At another point Huck finds he cannot successfully lie, This 
occurs when he is trying to pray for strength to turn Jim in, but the 
I '\1 
prayer does not come because his "heart warn't right." He conqludes, 
that "you can't pray a lie,u3l and shows again how his own code of 
personal integrity and loyalty to Jim triumphs, though not witqout pain, 
r r 
over the "official culture." 
" 
•I 
<Dnly twice in the book does h~ cons;ider he might "resk the:.: truth\," 
I , 'i 
a phrdse wh:i.ch suggests not only his,useof the lie as a protective cf"=-
! 
,vice 'but al~o his distrust of the "official culture," Huck feels th~t 
I 
the t'uth if not safe in the hands\of the great majority of the.; peop];~ he 
i\ knows.: His 
1 
lies, therefore, are not so much distortions of tru,th as 
i• 
1,7 
they \9.re means of protecting and preserving his higher values. j 
With Holden, lying is more complex. One feels that the compulsive 1 . \ 
lying he says he is guilty of ("I'm the most terrific liar you .;ever ~aw 
,, 
in yq1ur lif1e" ) grows principally from his unconscious desire to conceal 
',1 ! 
I 
his hitter, ~ocially\unpleasant opinions from others. He tells. Spencer 
his teacher that he has to go to the gym to get his equipment in order to 
leave because the man nauseates him, On the train to New York City he 
meets the mother of "doubtless the biggest bastard that ever went to 
Pencey" and amuses himself by inventing elaborate stories of her son's 
virtues to avoid showing his bitter dislike for the boy. He tells a Navy 
officer that he is glad to have met him when he really despises him. 
"I'm always saying 'Glad to have met you' to somebody I'm not at all glad 
to have met. If you want to stay alive, you have to say that stuff, 
though."32 Holden recognizes that to avoid complete social ostracism he 
must tell the polite lie in the phony society about him, Yet there is 
another aspect of Holden's lying that makes it less justifiable than 
Huck's. Holden on occasions not only tells the "polite" lie but also 
becom~s a lie himself. He invents names for himself and assumes a p~ony 
I :'\ 
I i( 
suavi}Y in f1is acquaintance with Morrow's mother, his phone can. to .F.aith 
1 ~ 
Caven~ish, and in his flirtation with the three girls from Seattle. 
J 
,I 
Holden's lying, then, reflects both his ;struggle and his compromise with 
his "official culture." 
•i 
+he adplescent boys also reveal thE:iir moral codes through'their 
.} .: ' 
confltcts w~th the religion of the "offipial culture." 
1 : : . 
Huck's! "religious" awareness is governed by the things he ,knows-,-
the myJ3terious gre,ndeur of the river, the stars in the night sky,, 
the age old folklore of good and bad omens, which fit in 14'ith i 
his sense of the splendours and uncertainties of life ...• 33 Ii 
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;But Huck is not completely the pagan, for blended in with ,his alfe 
i 
of na.fure and superstitious belief is a rather thorough ground~ng ini 
; : f. 
fund9rentalist Christian doctrine that he has learned during h~s sta~ at 
the Jidow' ri house. Here he encoU1?,ters two types of religiouo ,hinking 
·. r ! ;, i 
repr~sented respecti{ely by the widow's sister, Miss Watson, a~d the 1 
' I 
1 
widow herself. Miss Watson, who makes herself unpopular with her con-
·' 
tinual "pecking," tells him about the "bad placel' and the "good plac~" 
where all a person does is " ••• to go around all day long with a harp and 
sing forever and ever. 1134 This kind of heaven does not appeal to Huck, 
especially when Miss Watson says there is little chance that Tom Sawyer 
will ever be there. Later she takes him into a closet to pray, but, as 
Huck put it, "nothing come of it, 11 She tells him that whatever he asks 
for in prayer will be given him, so he tries praying for fish hooks but 
"somehow ••• couldn't make it work," When he asks the widow why he failed, 
she explains that prayer brings "spiritual gifts." She says Huck must 
" •• ,help other people, and do everything I could for other people, and 
look out for them all the time and never think about myself, 11 35 He 
thinks her words over and concludes that there is no advantage in ob~ying 
them "except for the other people," Yet despite his conscious rejection 
. I 
of the widow's counsel, he unconsciously aligns himself with the wid©w's 
advice in his treatment of Jim later on the river, 
fuck'~' greatest conflict with the •iofficial culture," whi4
1
h is also 
the dramatic high point of the novel, is both a moral and reli~ious ~i 
crisi~. 
~ 
Af~, er the Duke has sold Jim, Huck's conscience 11grinds1' him ,.and 
I \ 
he fe~ls 11lpw down and ornery" because he believes that Providince i~ 
punisping him for helping Jim 1 s escape, · This frightens him, f9r he :re-
~1 ~ \ 







to ritionalize his "wickedness" by blaming his upbringing, but his 61:'lilty 
consc'ience tells him that " ••• people as acts as I'd been acting about that 
; 36 
nigger goes to everlasting fire." He then tries to pray, but as noted 
' 
earl:for \: , ' the words do not come because his heart is not right. He WJi'ites I 
a. let~er to Miss Wat~on, telling her where Jim is, to see if he then,1 can 
pray,s, But as he thinks of Jim after finishing it, he remembers how good 
Jim always was to him and he can "strike no places to harden me against 
him." Then as he picks up the letter he realizes that he must decide 
forever between two things, and he says, "All right, I'll to to hell. ••• 11 37 
and tears the letter. Huck therefore condemns himself unquestioningly, to 
Miss Watson's hell because he judges himself by her creed while he acts 
by the widow's. After this decision he says that he never thought again 
of reforming and vows to "take up wickedness again," beginning by stealing 
Jim out of slavery, " ..• because as long as I was in, and in for good, I 
might as wel], go the whole hog. 11 38 Here is an example of Huck's making a 
, 
moral d~cision on the basis of the circumstances of the situation and his 
own sense of what he must do. He is not governed by the ~onscience of the 
"official culture." Thus he shows that his morality is fundamentally 
pragmatic, 
In Winesburg the nearest approach to a conflict with the llpfficial 
' 
culture" comes when fifteen-year-old David Hardy in "Godlinessll shoots 
\ 










d>f George's conflicting with the religion of the "official! 
! )', ft 
cultu:i;te. 
); 
l,:ndeed, one reason why this study has a smaller amount of 13pace 
N tf : 
' ! 
devot,d to Winesburg than to Huck Finn and The Catcher in the R~e is that 
Georg~ Willard, the principal adolescent in the book, is not a ~ain 
11 
.\ 
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cha.r~cter as are Huck and Holden. George is the central character in 
!: 
only,nbout five of the book's twenty-five stories, He is a mipor 
1 •• ; 
char~cter in nine others, and in the remainder of the stories re is \rot 
even 1mentioned. In only one of the stories, "Sophistication,",does Ander-
son probe George's c~aracter in great depth, George's function in Wines-
burg is largely structural; by being the sensitive listener to~many of the 
people's stories, he provides a measure of unity for the book, Gradually, 
though, George's characterization does develop depth, He becomes more and 
more sensitive and sympathetic to people as the book progresses, and his 
growth is climaxed in the story "Sophistication." What makes Winesburg 
have an affinity with Huck~ and~ Catcher is not so much George's 
similarity to Huck and Holden--although this is important--but is rather 
the similarity of the adolescent-like outlook and of the moral tone of 
the three books, 
Holden, like Huck, is deeply concerned with the doctrine of Prates-
tant teaching, and, like Huck, shows evidence of having rejected most of 
it after finding it conflicting with his own code. Like Huck, he tries 
to pray but cannot; after his depressing experience with Sunny he fails 
in his prayer attempt because he says "I'm sort of an atheist." Lik1= 
r:I 
Huck, who is not interested in Moses and the bulrushes, Holden, says ~hat 
'\ 
though he likes Jesus, he does not "care too much for most of the otper 
stuff in the Bible,"39 He even confessl:!s that he cannot stana!'ministers 
[', 'i) r , I 
beca~se of 1their "Holy Joe" voicef. Though he cannot fulfill ris re-
ligi~us nefd in the religion of the "oflficial culture," he is able to 
,, I 
part1ally 1atisfy this need through an fdentification with his,1 own cen-
,1 \i I 
cept:fon of 1 Jesus, He tells of a Christir-as pageant at Radio City where 
"I" 
1.' t 
actors dressed as angels swarm over the.stage singing "Come All Ye 
SJ KA ti&&l&WAZM .. A .AU.MU& _ B.Ji.L@Zkh.A.&AM&.AQ_LUU.Z JUL 
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and feels that there is nothing religious about it because 
·;, ,· ' ' 
" . ..ho the pictors could hardly wait to get a.. cigarette or something~ 
: 41 
·"Old: Jesus," he says, "probably would've puked if he could see it."• 
. . , 
., I 
He 13:~so tells of ar~uing with his scho91mates his belief that ;·Jesus·, 
nevefr sent: Judas 11 tJ Hell and al]." "I think that any of the 1,pisciples 
, 42 . . 
would've sent him, •• but I'll bet Jesus didn't do it." Branch cat~logues 
many instances in which Holden unconsciously imitates Jesus' actions, and 
he builds a case for Holden as a Christ-like figure, 43 which succeeds 
after a fashion if one interprets the historical Christ like the protag-
onist of The Idiot. But Holden, unlike Jesus, is confused and sees only, 
"through a glass darkly." He confuses "Blessed are the Meek" with the 
weak. Holden's spirit lacks the strength which takes the whip to the 
moneychangers. Nor, as pointed out in Chapter II, does his love and 
understanding extend to all people. His comparison with Jesus, then, 
is hardly appropriate and is only a superficial one. 
The conflict the adolescents have with their culture is not carried 
on without a great personal price, Each boy experiences the pain of 




Each boy feels a · compulsion to flee the soci~1ty of ;;the 









from his conflict with society is not as inten~e as is 
,I 1· 
f'! 
Geor~e's Of Holden's. He suffers· less not because he has. any tl.ess cause 
~I \ 
.I. 
for ~nguish than the others, but lj>ecaus~ he is made of a tough~r psy1,, 
cholqgical(fiber. Inconununicability, while not so pronounced a. probllem 
: •,; ,l 
for him is, nevertheless, strongly manifested in his continual'' necest3ity 
·1,1 
'( 
to cqnceal his identity by lying. Through most of the novel he is 
52 
offici,,ially 1dead, and not even in the familial atmosphere of the Phelps 
farm ;Ls he Huck Finn, his real self, i The lie, as noted before, is his 
neces,sa.ry defense, and it is only with a very few people--Mary ,Jane, 'the 
Widow:J Doug~as, and Jim--that he can dar1 to express himself horjestly~j 
I /, 
[wneliness, guiit feelings, a,pd depression are also a par~ of his 
experience. He refers to his loneliness eight times--twice at 'the 
widow's and once on Jackson's Island; but after he meets Jim he no longer 
is lonesome, for his only other references to loneliness come when he is 
separated from Jim in the fog and when he is searching for Jim after the 
Dauphin has sold him. His feelings of guilt, which darken and deepen 
his characterization above that of the boyish Tom, spring from his tendency 
to judge himself by the standards of the "official culture" while acting 
by his own code, and his torments of conscience for helping Jim give him 
a genuine tragic quality. Though he has seen humanity at its worst and 
even confesses to dreaming about Buck Grangerford's murder, the strain he 
has undergone never makes him succumb to the depths of depression so 
typical of Holden. Huck is fundamentally committed to life, and though 




ijuck's escape down the river, though superficially an idyllic adyen-
ture, is both an actual physical f~ight from Pap and the slave punterp 
and a/;symbolic flight from Ghe evils of :''sivilization." Even ~hile on 
,. 
' 
the river he spends a 
:j i 
\) '·: 
Duke ~nd Dauphin, two 
L .''. 
good deal of 'his time trying to escape from the 
. . l~ 
"phonies" of an American earlier than Ho1'·a.en' s. , 
j ti; :;1 
Huck'i last'statement in the book shows fis determination to flte again, 
for h~ says.he is going to the Territory;to escape Aunt Sally's;'plan lo 
adopt and "sivilize"· him, 
53 
/Malcolm Cowley, in his introduction to the Viking edition of Wides-
,, 
burg,; says 1that the people of Winesburg ha,,e not been destroyed!., as 1 
Ander,son suggests, by their each having seized on a single truth, ".). 
' 44 · but rather by their inability to express themselves," which makes them 
emotionally crippledl Even George and his mother, who have a ~pecia.j 
feeling for each other, cannot really tell each other what is teally in 
their hearts; when he is torn with a problem he tells her, "I suppose I 
can't make you understand, but oh, I wish I could, I can't even talk to 
father about it. I don't try. 45· There isn't any use." What is true 
about Enoch Robinson in the Winesburg story "loneliness" is typical not 
only of Anderson's adolescents but of many of his adult characters: "He 
J:i,nocE_7 knew what he wanted to say, but he knew also that he could never 
by any possibility say it. 1146 
S, K, Winther sounds what is probably the keynote of all of Anderson's 
. work when he writes ·u ••• loneliness more than any other aspect of life marks 
the quality that is Anderson. 1147 George himself, despite, the many ac-
quaintances he has made as a reporter, is basically a lonely person. He 
frequently is seen by himself--lying in bed restlessly thinking, dre8tifiing 
alone before a fire in the woods, writing late at night in the office of 
the Winesburg Eagle, or walking the streets of the town lost in a lol'l/ely 
' 
reverie, One critic even feels that Anderson even defines love in tenns 
;.; 
i 
" ..• love is essentially the shared acceptance bV two 
peopli= of the irremediable fact, in the inature of things, of their final 
~ ; ) 
\i; ! .. 48 
separttenes~. This love, he fe.els, is realized by George and Helein 
J \ i; 
White\ in ''Sophistication, 11 but it is an ,,experience beyond the ~en of 
t ' p '.i 
Wines,urg' S> grotesques because they cann:pt accept the idea that!! "loneli-
' I 
ness is a UD.iversal condition," 
---------------------------~l __ 
54 
~e have already discussed George's guilty feelings (Chapter II)iwhich 
a.riseJfrom his sexual conflicts. George, like Huck and unlike Holden, ex-
:, ! 
perie'nces only mild depression, though he is filled with "yout~ful sadness, 
. ,{ 
young man's sadness. 1149 Most of his sense of sadness comes from the 
"still, sad music of \humanity11 that he hears about him, In "Sophistication" 
he 
,,,looks out upon the world, seeing as though they marched in 
procession before him, the countless figures of men who before 
his time have come out of nothingness into the world; lived 
their lives and disappeared into nothingness,50 
But most typically, depression in Anderson's Winesburg stories grows from 
frustration, most often sexual, Figures such as George's mother, Kate 
Swift, Alice Hindman, and Wash Williams, are portraits of individuals who 
face almost utter despondency behind walls of loneliness and incorrnnuni-
cability. Even George, whose detachment arises above the grotesques, is 
not wholly free from the effects of these walls. He talks to himself, 
clutches pillows in his bed and pretends they are women, and, as his 
mother tells him, spends too much time indoors. Nor can George avoid a 
feeling of depression that makes him want to escape. In a confusion about 
his future after his father has chided him for his dreaminess, 'he te{ls 
his m~ther that he 11 ••• just wants to ~o away and look at people1 and 1 
th . k· .. 51 in ,, 
1lolden\' s suffering from his conflict with the "official culture"' 
,. ,I 
is extreme. For him the problem of incofumunicability is acute.· Charles 
K 1 ,/ d f • th b k I . th II I t t f • b '• 1 • t u 52 ege ; e ines e oo s eme as I a. grei1l ques or communica p.. l. y ,;i 
' ,' ., !; 
Where/its Huck can turn to Jim, and Georget to the Wines burg grotetsques; 
I 
1+ 
Holde' can confidently turn to no ~:me toi exchange deeper feeli~~s. H~ 
I ·:i 




and even his ten-year-old syster Phoebe, for whom he has great admir~tion, 
sounds lilte the voice of the "official culture" as she condemns his ~x-
pulsion from Pencey and "ostricizes the hell" out of him. After hearing 
. jf him condemn almost everything associated with prep schools, she chal.;. 
lenges him to name oie thing that he likes, and he is momentarily st6pped 
' ' 
by the poignancy of her question. He says that he just likes sitting 
1 
and talking, which she says is really nothing. His angry reply to her 
grows from the depth of his frustrated de.sire to communicate: "It is 
so something really! Certainly it is! Why the Hell isn't it? People 
never think anything is anything really. I'm getting goddam sick of 
it. 11 53 The final gesture. of Phoebe's inability to communicate is her 
ending the conversation with an exhibition of belching. 
When Holden first arrives in New York he gets in a phone booth 
because he feels like "giving somebody a buzz." He thinks of several 
people he might call but dismisses them for various reasons and comes 
out of the booth twenty minutes later without having called anyone. 
Al.most a dozen times he either tries or thinks about calling Jane 
Gallagher, but he never talks to her. Ev.en his Ivy League intellectual 
friend Luce does not want to talk about the topics he introduces. (.: 
Holden's frustration at the lack ~f finding someone to genuineJ;.y comr 
:~ 
~: 
munic\rte w~th leads him to an extr~me fttasy which he admits is " •• ~: 
crazjf but /1 liked thinking about it 1iw ... 54 "I thought whit I 'di 
do wa's, I'd. pretend I was one of those <1;eaf mutes. That way I :wouldn't 
~ 
have lo hav:~ any goddam stupid useless conversations with anybody."55 
I !1 . 
!,!During his two days in New York he is surrounded by peoplJ whom he 
i . ; '( ' 
n f• ' ~ I 
knows~ yet \he is still lonely. Although he dates the attracti~e Sal~ 
i " ~ 
Hayes}· he a;iienates her when he criticizes life in New York City and' 
,, \ 
, 56 
prep schools and then seriously suggests that they run away to a rur~l 
area.in Vermont or Massachusetts. This proposal leads to a quarrel and 
Holden finds himself alone again. T,ypical of his references td his 
loneliness are the following: "I felt ?o lonesome all of a su~den. I 
almost wished I was ~ead. 11 56 "Boy, did! feel rotten, I felt so damn 
lonesome. 11 57 At the very end of the book he makes a confessiop which 
attests to his utter loneliness; his brother asks him what he thinks about 
the happenings of the past year, and Holden says he does not know what to 
think: 
About all I know is, I sort of miss everybody I told about. 
Even old Stradlater and Ackley, for instance. I think I 
even miss that goddam Maurice, It's funny. Don't ever tell 
anybody anything. If you do, you start missing everyboay.5e 
Holden's guilt feelings, like his lying, are complex. Overtly he 
manifests little sense of guilt--his sexual promiscuity, the only point 
of conscience that bothers him, is a superficial problem met by his 
making "sex rules 11 which he readily breaks, Yet it is difficult to 
imagine a sixteen-year-old, however urbane and sophisticated, doing the 
things that he does without some manifestation of guilt. He uses pro-
fanity continuously, runs away from school, drinks in bars, an4 has a 
1 
) /'l prost,i tute in his room without ever expressing the slightest sense o~ 
guilt'., though most of these actions leave him haunted by depression. It 
is hard to ,say to what extent this depr~ssion is caused by a s11:ppressed 
1! ! 
\; 
feeli*1g of guilt, but it seems clear that Holden is to some extent a'' 
· i,~ ti 1! ,' I 
victtin of the morally calloused society ithat he condemns. Psyqholog{,cally 
1: 






case of compartmentalized think~ng, for he condemns in;others 
fai'ls to see in himself; consequently, his suppressed guilt j]s 
! 




As was noted earlier in the discussion of Holden's relations with 
other,, people, he continually feels sorry for people and is saddened and 
,, 
.\ 
depreiased by them. It was also noted how his neurotic concern for others 
leads him to be irrationally depressed by very ordinary sit uat ipns , /But 
though Holden's prev~iling mood throughout the book is depression, the 
book· itself is not depressing, as Ihab Hassan explains: 
The controlling mood of the novel--and it is so consistent 
as to be a principle of unity--is one of acute depression 
always on the point of breaking loose. But despair and 
depression are kept, throughout, in check by Holden's re~ 
markable lack of self interest, a quality of self-heedless-
ness which is nearly saintly, and by his capacity to invoke 
his adolescent imagination to "horse around," when he is 
most likely to go to pot. These contrary pressures keep 
the actions of the novel in tension and keep the theme of 
sentimental disenchantment on the stretch; and they are 
sustained by a style of versatile humor,59 
Conscious humor like Holden's is not readily apparent in Huck or 
George. Holden even has the maturity to see the humor in his own inade-
quacy, which he displays when he accidentally leaves the fencing team's 
foils on the subway and thus prevents a match, But overshadowing Holden's 
comic propensities is the gloomy, ubiquitous depression that haunts him, 
Like Huck, whb escapes down the river, and George, who lea;ves Wines-
burg }o go away to the big city "to be alone and think," Holde:q' also flees, 
·going, to Ne~ York City where he wants to escape from Pencey and' relax: 




"sivitizati6n" of the big city oppressivl::~; so he, like Huck, dr'eams qf an 
escap~ to tb.e West, which is " .•• very pr~tty and sunny and where nobody'd 
know i,'e and. I'd get a job. 1160 Hei,$erman\ and Miller note 
< '1! 
at th~ end 9f the book he is out West, n:ot in a cabin as 
the i~pny thi3-t 
/..i ) 
' l' 
he haa'.; planri:f:d, 
11 ' 




but i! a psy_ chiatric sanitarium which--doubly ironic--is near 
'\ 
the v~ry Shfine Of all he hates about society. 61 
j 
Holden, unlike Huck and George who are merely somewhat awE!,re of'.l 
~ • <t 
! 
I 
death's implications, has a clear urge offered by the release qf deat,h. 
) 
We h~ve already·noted his pleasure in the "nice and peaceful" ~ummy 
I 
tombs' in the museum. After seeing a war movie he says that hetcouldjnot 
stand. bein~ in a war.\ " ••• they better just take me out and stfck me 1:in 
f ' 
62 front of a firing squad. I wouldn't object." . He is somewhat; glad::that 
1 
the atomic bomb has been invented and says, "If there's ever another war, 
I'm going to sit right the hell on top of it •••• 1163 But his most def'inite 
urge to death comes right after Maurice has struck and humiliated him, and 
for a brief moment he seriously thinks of jumping out of his hotel window. 
It is apparent from the discussion of' the boys' conflict with their 
"official culture" that social criticism is implicit in all three novels,· 
though of course none of the three could possibly be classified as a 
social novel per~· 
In Huckleberry Finn the social criticism is fairly simple. Although 
Huck never explicitly states his judgments on society, therE is never any 
ambiguity about the morality of the social forces about him, for his 
stark~ clear reporting of 
i . 
prejuiices ~nd inhumanity j ,! 
his "adventures" reveals by implicatjJ)on th1 
' around him. Probably the book's mosti powe:rtul 
I 
social cri t-icism can be summarized. in Huck is generalization th~t "Human 
'! 




' 64 !' 
to each pther. 1." Huck sees this cru,elty ip 
I ' 
many different forms._ It comes ini overt_ forms such as the defr,a.uding of 
~ ' i l~ -
the Wilkes sisters and the Dauphin's heartless selling of Jim. '1But most j ,, . I ;_: 
of the cruelty in the book is done' under at least the partial s!anctidn of 
~ ! I ii · 
~ i ~ \ 
the "Ifficial culture." The feudi1{g murders of the Grangerfor~~ and',' 
I " ' 'I I' 









The'( tarring of the Duke and Dauppin passes as justice. ~ Miss i 
59 
Watson's instilling in Huck a preternatural fear of the "bad place" and 
i 
a se91se of guilt for deviation from conventionality is done in the name 
of religion. The circus crowd's jeering at the ostensibly drunk rid~r 
:~ 
and Tom's torment of Jim in the escape episode both pass for good enter-
\ J r 
tainment. Society, ~s Tom so lucidly exemplifies., has a blindness which 
' ; "~ 
rationalizes cruelty and calls things moral which to Huck are patentty 
immoral • 
.Anderson.' s social critic ism may be interpreted as being directed 
against the walls of incommunicability and frustration which divide men 
and make them spiritual dwarfs. But the real problem of .Anderson lies 
deep in the primal psychology of man, which .Anderson seems to say is 
basically inscrutable. Herman Dudley in "The Man Who Became a Woman" 
comments on this inscrutable nature: 
I went and stood with my back against the side of the stall, 
thinking how mean and low and all balled-up and twisted up 
. human beings can become and how the best of them are likely 
to get that way any time, just because they are human beings 
and not simple and clear in their minds, and inside them-
selves, as animals are, maybe.65 
Through George Willard's development we are presented with the picture of 
the best man can do to make as fruitful as possible this bewil4ering 
hum~ condition, George's example seems to say that an understanding, 
sympa;t,hetic love for all men coupled with a detachment which stands fbove 
but npt alqof from most men goes a long way toward transcending the 
f 
I groteisque pattern. 
! 
;:For Hqlden Caulfield, whose s,ensitive nature has suffered acutely 
ii\ l ~ i! 
from.~ soc~ety which is blind to 
,l -1 
,, 
, : ;: Ii 
genuine feelings and love, patn hasi 
i: ('i! )1 
brought a perspicacity into the nature of society's evils. 
! 
Holdeh is a vague mass for which he has unqualified contempt, but like 
60 
\ 
Swift', he can hate man while still liking individuals. His ma.,or critic ism 
of so·ciety is that it is "phony," which is his terminology for ,the affected, 
{ ~: 
insinpere egoists all about him, Holden cannot offer anything'.partiqularly 
;, 
constli-ucti V;e for the i correction o~ this \phoniness except the e:>/:ample ·. of 
his own martyrdom. ~alinger, lik~ Holden, does not 
'· 
, . I , 
offer formyias f~r 
1: t" 
society; his characters, like his own life, retreat from socie~y and ':seek 
1, 1 
a security in childhood or mysticism, far from the din of humanity. 
Salinger and his characters are too debilitated, too ego involved in their 
anxieties to lash the age with a vigorous attack; they stand offering a 
cloistered love to their own clique and pitifully view a world which is 
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STRUCTURE RELATED TO THE MORAL CODES 
In any good piece of art the elements of the structure should 
ha_rmoniously interact with each other to produce a satisfying total 
effect. This harmonious interaction in good art does not come about 
'i 
solely through the artist's deliberate concern with each separate element 
but rather is attained through a great initial insight, a totality of 
vision which pictures the work on a big canvas where the structural 
elements blend and become indistinguishable. Since the moral integrity 
of the adolescents of Twain, Anderson, and Salinger is assumed in this 
study to be a major theme, and since e~ch of the three works being dealt 
with in this study is at least a minor masterpiece of good art, then the 
elements of structure in each book should support this theme. This 
chapter will attempt to demonstrate how the various elements of strua-ture 
' ~: 
in the novels reinforce the theme of the boys' moral integrity.,\ The 
i! 
' 
elemeits to be discussed include 
i' 
narrative point of view, characterization, 
·. ~ l i 
ii \ . 
plot, ;'.theme,~ and symbolism. \, t 
'") 
An author who writes a serious work1' about an adolescent chhractJ~ 
., 
l '·. 
must ~ppear.; to write from neither l;3. superior nor a condescending_ view.-
I 
.\ 
point;. TwaJn, Anderson, and Salin~er t9¥e their boys seriously.., and this 
l ~ ~ ; .. 
gives',Huck/George and Holden a rei3.lity that is not present in rsuch books 
. t .\ .'i 
as thi deli~htful though artistically inferior Penrod and Seventeen ~f 
;j i ,, \• 










,Huckleberry ~ and ~ Catcher in ~ ~ are written in the P.irst 
. ~· .., r: 
person and,are both essentially oral in style. ,•1 ~· Both Huck and Holden.tell 
,f . 
their. stories frankly; there is no attempt to make their speech "literary" 
'.'° ~ •; 
or even grammatical, for Twain arn1'.i Salinger 
" I 
reproduce accurately\real speech patterns. 
made deliberate attempts :,to 
. d 
The force of this adolesyent 
:'l 
first-person narration is apparent from each book's first page 1: Imm¢-
diately we are struck with an adolescent viewpoint that glows intensely 
with a sincerity not possible with the detachment of an omniscient nar-
rator. Not even the subtlest use of the language of the omniscient view-
point could so effectively suggest the moral integrity of Huck and Holden 
as powerfully as their actual speech. Thus the first person narration in 
Huck Finn and The Catcher supports the axiom that the best art develops 
. themes through implication rather than through explicit statement. 
The first person narration also has another advantage for an author, 
for by using it he can reduce the problem of distance between his maturity 
and adolescence inexperience, a problem which can lessen the seriousness 
of a work. By writing in the boys' own words, Twain and Salinger can 
come closer to Huck I s and Holden's "consciousness" while avoidii~ omr}is-. 
cient asides which are perhaps more appropriate for exploring tre ad~t 
mind. 




narration in Hue~ Finn and The Catcher sharpens the:. 
q 
of Huck and Holden. Not only the author but .the re,ader, 
t . 
~ ~ l 
:l :• 
too, ~an pe~etrate more deeply into adolfscent consciousness through fhe 
! f 
nuanc1s of feal speech. First per~on narration also brings about humor 
. , t r , 'I . 
whichitin an··omniscient narration would be severely limited. Hu~k's 
, i ,, 
.. ! I :'1 
naiveibut perceptive observations and Holden's unconscious profFity both 
\' . . . ! 
proviqe a ktnd of comic relief which deepens the shadows of their profound 
'! !_; .ti 
moral ':conflicts. 
i1 
Anderson, as Malcolm Cowley notes, also belonged to an oral rather 
/,: 
than 11.1. written tradition and thought of himself basically as a story.! 
1 teller. In his best stories of adolescence ("I'm a Fool,1111The Man Who 
' 
Became a Woman," "I ~nt to Know Why"), he uses the first-person view-
,, 
,, 
' point effectively to show his youths' moral dilemmas, but his narration 
lacks the sparkling, convincing ring of real boys' talk that Twain and 
Salinger capture. Absent, too, from Anderson's characterization of 
adolescence is a sense of humor which gives a "plump sphericity" to Huck 
and Holden. 
One.· •• longs for a single fully rounded character; what Anderson 
says about ••• people is true, but it is not all the truth; there 
are important phases of their existence about which he seems to 
know nothing. This comes partly from his theory of life as a 
history of moments. He somehow neglec~s important influences 
that have brought about these moments. 
George Willard of Winesburg also is characterized only in these "moments" 
of intense feeling, as are the adolescents in the short stories; and .this. 
limitation, coupled with a lack of humor, to some extent weakens Anderson's 
attempt to arouse sympathy for the values of his adolescents. 
The plots of all three novels are somewhat amorphous, · a q~ali ty :,' 
1: 
whichjis chiefly due to their growing out of an oral, storytelltr tr~di-
, ' 
tion. i However, this amorphousness does not breach the unity: i:t1;'. the t'.hree 
• • •. •• ;t' 




more effect\i.ve method for conveying the books' themes. 
~1 : ~ ~ 
kuckle~erry Finn follows the ~icare1sque tradition, d il -- . ·, 
,! 
:; 
with thp roa4'-, of 
·, 
i 
cours~, beipg the river. Yet Huck is several cuts above the typical i 
,, 
-j picar~sque rogue, 
i l 
) 
and his journey tdown the river is motivated ~f mor~ 
,; I, . l 




adventures of the hero are the chief end, But in Huck !<'lnn they are. 
' ' 
for the most part stumbling blocks keeping Huck from getting Ji·~ to 
freedpm. But while they a.re thwarting Huck they are also educating and 
devel9ping pis moral character. Thus 1;!1)<;:k Finn resembles more :·closely 
! ' 
the tradition of Pil~rim Is Progres's than, the more strictly picaresque 
,, 
tradition of a novel such as Le Sage's Gil Blas, 
' If the river episodes are viewed as the cause of Huck's development 
of moral character, then the last fifth of the novel, the Phelps farm 
section, cannot be interpreted as being only a weakness in the novel's 
plot, as some critics have charged, The return at the last of the novel 
to the status quo of the opening actually provides unity, for it brings the 
plot full circle and, as has been detailed in Chapter III, enables us to 
witness clearly Huck's change in attitude and his moral growth, What 
critics usually confuse as a weakness in plot in the last section is prob-
ably no more than a disgust for Tom's excesses of "style." While it can 
be argued easily that Twain laid the romantic foolery of Tom on too 
thickly, one must remember that Twain's era had a strong penchant for 
an excessive romantic sentimentality; so that to make his point he had 
0 
to do,it he~vily. In his attempt to be intentionally ironic in1exag..; 
,I ' 
gerating Tom's "style," however, he slips into indefensible "clowning," 
i:,, 
that is inconsistent with the tone+ of the rest of the novel. Y,~t, despite 
1:)- ~ 1,, ' 
:, I 
this Jhift in tone, Huck still cle~rly emerges as the moral her'p, and 
~J i,.-: ~ 
/'i I 
Twain ihas t'e discretion not to make Hucf a willing participant;! in thf 
'j 
clown~ng. 
The Cat,cher in the Rye, too, follows a picaresque pattern, 1but in-
stead 1/ of th~ river its road is the maze of the metropolis. Lik~ Huck, 
Holderl is irp.tensely charged with a moral awareness, but his wandering. 
I :" ~' 
-t&M4·M#U!E-)i$MR .b..J mum 
/, 
in th~ city is not motivated by a ~ission but simply by a desire to 
I 
IJ r 
the main action df the escap~ the sham world of prep schopls, Since 
s ( develop his moral, con- ·. '.! ' novellcovers only three days, Holden does not 
sciou$ness as does Huck on the river; 
lf 
'i1;_1 
rather he brings his mora;)l. sens,e, 
' \ 
fully.developed, to b~ar on people as a :sort of touchstone 
( ,! 
by w;hich he 
determines whether they are true ot' "phony." As noted in both Chapt~:;r:-s 
( 
II and III, of the scores of people he rubs shoulders with in hotels/ 
·bars, taxicabs, theaters, museums, and restaurants, only a handful prove 
to be true or ''non-phony." 
Not only does the wandering Holden in New York City provide Salinger 
with a persona by which to judge people, but Holden also provides an ideal 
example for showing the loneliness, depression, and p1;1.in the sensitive 
individual must bear if he is to live above the selfish phoniness of the 
"official culture." Unlike Huck Finn's somewhat optimistic prospect of 
flight to the Territory as an escape from "sivilization," The Catcher in 
~ Rye ends on a note of bleakness; Holden is in a psychiatric sani-
tarium and apparently is still torn between the force that tries to 
send him over the "crazy cliff" of adult phoniness and the fore~ of his 
r ''. 
own pljlre but childlike code of innocence, The conflict, Salingbr seems 
, . I; 
to s~gest, .; is the inescapable fat7 of tfe sensitive modern man~ i'. 
I, ; . 
1fdersqn's Winesburg, Ohio is, 
..;: ; 
I 
all b~t ratijer a series of separate 
strictly speaking, not a noyel at~ 
·' 
stories about the people of 10 Winesburg, 
.. ; 
,, t ' I; ' . This ,morph9us plot structure, whi<rh we ~uggested earlier grows,out of 
~ ! .,, ' 
an or~l traqition, is noted by Cow]ey, who says of Anderson's n~vels (.,hat 
~ ~i ,, I 
II , , , n1t One~; , , has balance and SUStained f OrCe j not One doe Sn I t wreak tntO 
episo~es or:nebulize into vague emotionsl 113 This "nebulizing i:o.to vague 
emoti1ns" d~stroys the unity of his best true novels, such as D~rk 
\_ 
66 
Laygh~er and~ White, but it provides within the more easily controlled 
r1 
shortjstory form of Winesburg a unity of mood and theme. Each story 'in 
i'., .i. I' r( 
J ,. \ 
the collection contributes a mood of haunted frustration again~t the ', 
' '· l 
'I ~ :r 
theme'of the loneliness and incommunicability of American small town 
\\ f! 
. life. i Intertwining 41 th this the~13 
\ . . 
is another theme, the rise 'of seif-
awareness of young George Willard, Listening to the various stories of the 
' 
grotesques while going about his duties as a newspaper reporter, George 
gradually becomes aware of the pathos of the buried lives of Winesburg. 
Desiring to be a wri.ter, he feels that he must somehow speak for the 
grotesques, and this feeling takes on the character of a moral mission 
which grows throughout the book. 
The three books also have a few key symbols which are central to an 
understanding of the nature of each boy's moral problems. 
Much controversy has arisen about the role of the Mississippi River 
in Huck Finn, For critics such as Leo Marx4 and Gilbert Rubenstei~,5 the 
river has no symbolic meaning beyond a general connotation of freedom, 
But for T, S, Eliot, 6 and especially Leonel Trilling, 7 the·river has great 
symbotic significance which involves botp religious and moral f;prces, 
~-
These ·.latter critics, however, fai'i. to offer an interpretation ~f th~ . 
. ' 'i i: . 
. moral :1symbo:j.ism suggested by the river. j 
4,ri imp9rtant clue to the symbolic 4gnificance of the rive~ lies.iin 
i! 
Twain1\s description in~~ the Missi~sippi of how the casuai 
'· ·, ·1 





I :, r.' 
The t}avelet's comprehension of the river ends at the beautifuli smooth, 
' :, 
.\ ~ 
. .j 1 placiq surface. 
~- ,J 
But the pilot sees more than just the beauty of the $ur-
,. 
face; fhe also knows that treacherous snags, stumps, and shiftin~ sand'\)ars 
i • V 
lie hi'.dden 11eneath, and he must study th~ nuances of the river'~ surface 
~! ' e: ), 




to avoid th.em. The river in ~ Finn can be seen ao a symbol .of the 
moral universe in which only the initiate can navigate safely, Early in 
the bpok Huck is just a casual traveler who is out on the rive~ princi-
pally for the adventure, Gradually the river, both literally 9:nd figur-
atively, presents snJgs, and gradually Huck becomes initiated into a 
. mature understanding of the moral universe, able to sense what lies Qe-
neath the surface of moral issues. In his moral growth he leaves his 
friend Tom Sawyer far behind, for Tom has not had the lessons of the 
river and is throughout the book merely an adventure-seeking traveler, 
destined sooner or later to run aground. Indeed, the whole metaphoric 
comparison of the moral universe with the river in Huck Finn is so rich 
that one is tempted to extend it indefinitely. 
Anderson's principal symbol is some type of incarceration which 
provides reinforcement for his recurring theme of lonely frustration,9 
In Winesburg incarceration is evident in Wings Biddlebaum, who gets his 
name from the restless waving of his.hands which is like "the beating of 
the wings of an imprisoned bird, 11 Dr, Reefy sits all day in a stuffy 
office whose windows are permanently stuck shut. But probably the most 
powerful exfuTr_ple of symbolic imprisonment is Alice Hindman's "turning 
' her face to the wall" in her dark bedroom as she tried to reconrile her-
. 
self to Winesburg's loneliness. Incarceration as a symbol finds its 
classtc statement in what is probably Anderson's best novel, Popr White: 
i. I. 
A,.11 met lead their lives behind a wall of misunderstanding 
ihey h~ve themselves built, aid mos} men die in silence i 
cj.nd unnoticed behind the wall~. No1" and then a man, cut off 
~rom h~s fellows by the peculiari ti~s of his nature, becom~s 'I. 
~bsorbed in doing something impersonal, useful, and beautiful. 
word off his activities is carried o~er the walls.lo 
d .) 
t.,! 
One cannot help feeling that Qeorge Willard will ultimately- be such 
';ti 
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an exceptional man, a man whose mission will be to break down these 
walls,. 
~Catcher.:!:.£~~ has u variety of symbols suggesting Holden's 
dilemma in a phony world, His patch of gray hair hints at a troubled 
' 
maturity greater tha* his sixteen years would suggest, and his hunting 
cap is sort of red badge of his conflict against conformity. His 
omnipresent cigarette, too, reveals an attempt to appear adult, yet this 
affectation is but another mark of his own "phoniness." But the book's 
principal theme, the struggle to preserve the·integrity of childhood in 
the metropolitan wasteland, is masterfully couched in the title scene. 
When Phoebe asks Holden what he wants to be in life, he replies: 
,,,I keep picturing all these little kids playing some game 
in this field of rye and all, Thousands of little kids, and 
nobody's around--nobody big, I mean--except me, And I'm 
standing on the edge of some crazy cliff, What I have to do, 
I have to catch everybody if they start to go over the cliff--
I mean if they're running and don't look where they're going 
I have to come out from somewhere and catch them. That's all 
I'd do all day. I'd just be the catcher in the rye and all, 
I know it's crazy, but that's the only thing I'd really like 
to be,11 
The cliff, of course, is the dangerous threat of adult phoniness. This 
fallipg sympol is closely related to the symbol of the gold rin;p. As, 
':1 
Holde~ is w1iltching Phoebe and some,other children riding a mer:qy-go-uound, 
i" 
he corpments: 
AJ.l the children kept trying to grab for the gold ring, and 
~o was· old Phoebe, and I was sort of afraid she's fall off,'. 
the god.dam horse, but I didn't say anything or do anything·. 
the thing with kids is, if they want to grab for the gold 
~ing, you have to let them doit, and not say anything. If 
they f~ll off, they fall off, / but ·it 's bad if you say any-~ 
thing to them.12 7 
'1 I 
l 
I . Qn the:,merry-go-round .of chil4hood one can reach for the gpld ripg, 
! i 
the p:somiselof an Edenic happiness, but there is the danger, as~Holdef 
.. . r f 
has b~tterl~ learned, of disillusionment .. and frustration. But )hough;he 
himseff has compromised with the phony world, he feels he must do nothing 
to sp?il the vision for others. His own case proves the gold ~ing is 
i'; t, 
unattr,inabl~, yet nothing, he feels, must detract from the hope. of o-t:,hers 
, r I , 
attaining it, The cliff symbol aqd the symbol of the gold ring' express 
~ I [ , :~ 
Holde~' s chief dileJa, the prese:dvation of his own innocence and the 
innocence of children and child-like adults. 
I 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I 
In assessing the literary value of the three principal works of this 
study--Huckleberry ~, Winesburg, Ohio, and The Catcher in the Rye--
one must try to explain their tremendous popularity with youth. That 
each book involves an adolescent as a major character explains this ap-
peal partially but not completely. The books' ultimate appeal to youth 
is due, I believe, to their speaking a language which resonates to the 
adolescent Weltanschauung. Against the torpid didacticism of books all 
too frequently recommended by adults for teenagers are these three which 
are fleshed with a spirit of revolt against all that is stultifying and 
evil in the adult "official culture~" Winesburg and The Catcher are not 
regular fare on the shelves of public school libraries, ostensibly because 
they .are "b,ad," i.e., conducive to. a corruption of morals. However, an 
inspe~tion of the protagonists in both novels reveals that these books are 
moral:' in the highest sense. The most probable reason that thes:e two novels 
,, l, 
are often withheld from youth is that they question too exactin~ly t~e 
~. >' I{ 1 
standi3,rds of the "official culture." 
,, I 
Hlickleberry Finn itself, after a 
" j 
);i, :l l 
battltr with', censors, sits established in' most school libraries largely 
)' 1 
becau~e it is adventurous and has accumu,J.ated enough age and respect ~o be 
~I 1., 
.'I 
labelJd a classic. 
~at tpough, precisely, is the quality that youth admires most fn 
:1 
70 
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t 
Huclt,ii Geore;e, and HolJen." It has already been mentioned that youth ohares 
in th,:e three boys' spirit of revolt against the morally dulled convehtions 
of so~iety, but this spirit is but an effect which grows from the bo;ia• 
') 
moral, code, This code places personal integrity above the demand for y 
~ . ' 
conformity 'to societl Ultimately, then, the decision of Rucki George, 
and Holden not to conform to the pattern of the "official culture" is a 
moral one, for it means that each boy must forsake the relatively easy 
path of conventionality and launch out on his own self-determined course, 
This kind of brave independence appeals to young people who find in Huck, 
George, and Holden figures with whom they can strongly identify. With 
Huck they share in the sheer adventures of the river experiences while 
admiring his "playing fair" with such people as Jim, the Wilkes girls, 
and even the two frauds. In the intimate moments of George's personal 
life they realize, perhaps for the first time, that loneliness and secret 
desires are not unique with themselves. And in Holden their suspicions 
about the imperfection and sham of the adult world are confirmed, 
The spirit of revolt in the three books, which is so greatly admired 
by youth, does not appeal so strongly to more conservative adults. 
Perha~s this is behind Lional Trilling's lower opinion of Winesburg ih 
l " 





also ts behind the now fashionable reaction to The Catcher in the Rye\ 
, 1·. 
f Only Huck Finn can escape with a minimum of mature, adverse criticism 
---. ,.-
becau$e itsirevolt is primarily against the unequivocal evils o'f the 
i. 1· 
Too, the matured reader is mbre sensitive to technical 
\' I· / ;Y; 
; 
weakn~sses that youth overlook in their absorption with viewpoi~t andjplot, 
fl !1! 
,' l 
and t~ese WEraknesses, undoubtedly greate;r in Winesburg and The ~atche;r, 
2 asw 
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hurt the effectiveness of these novels in the adult reader's mind, ret 
despite sophisticated criticism, adolescents probably will continue to 
sense that in all three books are the echoes of their innermost selves, 
and they will continue to regard them as something approaching religi;0us 
revelation, What Al;red Kazin says of Salinger and his appeal to youth 
can quite aptly apply to Twain and Anderson: 
••• young people .•• respond to him with a consciousness that he 
speaks for them and virtually to them, in a language that is 
peculiarly honest and their own, with a vision of things that 
captures their most secret judgments of the world. 2 
Chapter I pointed out that the three boys do not have a strong family 
life, a fact which helps contribute to their independent thinking and 
their dissatisfaction with the "official culture." Since they do not have 
parents whose characters they wish to emulate, the three boys turn to 
mentors who provide admirable examples for their moral development. From 
Jim, Huck learns the truth of human dignity; from Kate Swift, George 
learns the necessity of understanding people deeply; and from Mr. Antolini, 
Holden learns the truth of living humbly for a cause. 
Because the three adolescent boys come to their worlds without bring-
ing a,; lifetime of accumulated prejudices,, they can examine fre~,ply ( ~,hough 
perha~s somewhat naively) the faul1ts of men and ins ti tut ions ar?und t,hem. 
The t~ree b9oks thus rehearse again the old theme of the discovrry or; 
evil. Huck:,; learns of the cruelty man car show to his fellow b~;ings; \ 
Georgy real;i..zes the evils in the W'.1lls that separate men from er3-ch other; 
; '', 1 
and H~lden ~is covers the sham whicp permeates society. Thus, t~eir q,is-
1'.1 t 
coveq of evil in society leads to' an implicit social criticismj in all 
three': books;, 
The pifaresque-like structure of Huck Finn and The· Catcher! and ~1he 
loosety-relw,ted, short story form of Winesburg give the three b.eys a }'lide 
j.{,,,J -,,(..,_, -.. AL., . #-.... L>Zot#W 
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range of people with whom they associate, Because they act from motives 
higher arid therefore different from those of the "official culture," ·· they 
frequently have conflicts with their society. Huck's conflict is with 
the romantic sentimentality of his age which blinds people to real m~ral 
issues, To illustra{e this conflict, Twain lets Jim represent a hig~er 
kind of morality while Tom Sawyer represents the romantic sentimentatity 
of the "official culture." Huck's moral development throughout the novel 
involves his gradual rejection of Tom's kind of morality of conformity 
and t.he affirmation of Jim's morality of the good heart. George Willard's 
principal conflict with society involves his need to express himself in a 
society which is frozen by fears and inhibitions, Like his society, 
George, too, is somewhat paralyzed in his ability to articulate his true 
feelings, but unlike the people whose stories he 'hears, he is well on his 
way to breaking the grotesque pattern. Holden's conflict with society is 
the conflict between the sensitive, sincere individual and the insensitive, 
artificial "phonies" that seem to be everywhere. Holden himself, despite 
his struggle to maintain his integrity in this kind of society, is aware 
that he has compromised with the phonies to some extent; indeed, the :.ordeal 
of t~is struggle has left him with deep psychic wounds, 
i: (: 
;For Huck and Holden the religion of the "official culture1i offers a 
source of conflict. Though Huck early in the novel intellectually rfjects 
the widow's admonition to "help everybody I could," his treatment ofiJim 
' ! 
'I ,, ,, 
laterl on the river shows that he has unqonsciously heeded her advice 1 The 
fact ::that h!.e feels that he is damned for helping Jim (he conti~uei;; to 
' 1 judge' himself by Miss Watson's nal;'row c:teed) shows how intense his sense 
of loyalty to Jim really is, This loyalty is another example of Huck's 
,\ 
own moral code transcending that of the "official culture's." 
', Holden confesses that he is "sort of an atheist" and that he does 
I', 
not talce most of the Bible seriously, In arguments with schoolmates 
about religion, he shows his basic disagreement with the dogmas of 
/ 
orthodox belief. Yet despite this, his. character is marked bylthe gentle-
ness and love for others which characterize the religious temp.~ra.men;t, 
. 
and his life bears resemblance to that of the religious martyr. His 
comparison to Christ by some critics, however, is superficial, and an 
attempt to make him into a boy-saint is futile. 
Another indication of conflict that Huck and Holden have with their 
society is revealed through their lying. The fact that they do lie would 
seem to refute the thesis of their superior morality, but as detailed in 
Chapter III, their lying basically serves as a protective device to defend 
the feelings and safety of others against a hostile world; thus their lying 
can be morally justified. 
George and Holden have conflicts with the "official culture" about 
sex, Though both have promiscuous love affairs, they preserve a strictly 
honorable, highly idealistic attitude toward Helen White and Jane Gallagher, 
the girls for whom they feel a real love. 
Perhaps the most significant trait that the three boys haie in common 
! 
is t~f=ir i~ediate, compassionate kindliness which arises spon1aneously 
·i 
out qr' theijr natures. Though it can be ;:argued that this kindliness comes 
out J~ least partially from their sense of being "outsiders'' f:r;om co:q-
_, t. 
'1? ' 
venti'onal society and that their sympathy is usually limited to other 
,1 
'· I , 
such putsiders, it cannot be denied thail\ in them there is a st:!;iain o~ pure 
l 
love ¢hat mitigates many of their faults1, Indeed, their association'with 
' ~1-
i ! 
a wid:e variety of people demonstra:'ctes their power to love .thei~ fellow 
man. Huck not only can show affection for a runaway Negro but ,can also 
sympathize,with his enemies, the two frauds whom he sees being,tarrect-
1 
a.nd-i'ea.the1•ed. George is able to -respond to the pathetic lives of' Wines-
burg with an emphatic kindness; he is the sole friend of lonely Wings 
Biddlebawn and the only person to whom Wash Williams will tell the story 
Holden's love embraces children, nuns, a senile 
schoolmaster, a serious kettledrummer, and even ducks on the Central Park 
1 
I 
lake. At the end of the novel he says he even misses Stradlater and 
Maurice, people who have dealt with him cruelly, 
In summary, then, what are the boys' basic morai asswnptions? 
First, each boy has for every person he encounters a certain open 
affection that reaches beyond a mere casual pleasantry; the three possess 
for others an agape love that is both unconscious and intuitive. Huck's 
at't'ection for others springs from the simple, natural goodness of.his 
heart. George and Holden, being older than Huck,have a dim sense of "the 
still, sad music of humanityl' which gives them a more sophisticated af-
fection, 
The second tenet of each boy's moral outlook is his determination 
to f'o,llow 11,is own sense of right, even to the extent of cont'li~ting '\yith 
I j l 
deeply established cultural standards. This coni'lict frequentJ.y prociuces 
I 
a sense oi' guilt in the boys, though the alert reader sees that this ·guilt 
i r 
sprin~s t'rom a certain blindness in them, Viz., their tendency1to judge 
- \ 
thems~lves by the standards of the "official culture" while foilowing 
I .l 
their:1 own s'i,mse 01· right. 
H I\ 
•i 
This second tenet, too, is closely t,elated 
,,:-; 
to th·e i'irst because most of the cc;mflicts the boys have with {heir 
:, 
society gro~ from their placing the love for individuals above~the c6n-
ventibns of society. Huck protects Jim '.s escape because he has\ more (at'-
:t·ection and respect t'or Jim than for the mores ot' his society. George 
. t I 
76 
seeks to break the mold oi' the grqtesque pattern not because her. feels 
,, 
superlor to the Winesburg i'olk but because he has a deep love ~·or thGm 
a.nd feels that he can be a means of expression i'or them. Holden's cqn-
.. '~ 
flic·t With society grows out o:t' his love :l:'or the innocents 01· -tr;he WOlj' ld. 
. :i . 
such ,as Phoebe, JameJ Castle, and ?ane Gallagher. In trying t~ prot~ct 
both these people and himself from the evils of "actultism," helis drtven 
to a nervous collapse, 
The third idea associated with the boys' moral outlook is their 
innocence. Innocence is here defined as a state of the heart rather than 
a matter of overt action, By this definition the boys are "innocent," 
for despite their erring, they preserve a basic goodness ot' heart which 
grows out 01· their affection for others. Their innocence is not a naive 
kind that grows out of inexperience; in the pageant of humanity in which 
all three boys are involved, they experience far more than the average 
adolescent. Furthermore, it would seem that the preservation of this 
innocence is becoming progressively more difficult in American society, 
as the three novels in this study and Ihab Hassan's fine critical work 
Radical Innbcence: Studies in the Comtemporary .American Novel would 
·1mply. 3 
On the. basis of the similarity 01· the moral outlooks of the adol~s-
1 
cents''of Twain, .Anderson, and Salinger, it would seem safe to ar.,sert !that 
'! :', .-1 
I 
these three' authors write in a similar m,oral tradition. Also, "k11 three j :\ 
o1' th~m, as· was shown in Chapter I,, 
:i 
have an adolescent-like quality in 
,, ' b 
in Hpck, George, and Holden, Thripugh 
,. ' 
their'own natures that is reflected ;, 
these,chara~ters the authors seem to be projecting their own adolescent-
' r 
11.ke I i innocence. 
,, 
t 
' Through these characters, too, they reveal the dilemmas 
that Jhe sepsitive idealist encounters as he struggles to maintain his own 
77 
moral: integrity in an unsympathetic world, 
Huck, George,and Holden not only have a similar moral outlook, but 
they also represent each author's attempt at defining the good heart, a 
tradition that goes back to Hawthorne's Hester Prynne and Melville's .. 
Billy Budd, But any \definition ot· the good heart involves innocence. 
and an inescapable confrontation with evil. This colliding of innoc'jmce 
and evil in the life of the callow individual is the central problem of 
all three and is perhaps, as Leslie Fiedler suggests, 4 the central 
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